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ABSTRACT

Energy-harvesting-powered computing offers intriguing and vast opportunities to dramatically
transform the landscape of Internet of Things (IoT) devices and wireless sensor networks by utilizing ambient sources of light, thermal, kinetic, and electromagnetic energy to achieve battery-free
computing. In order to operate within the restricted energy capacity and intermittency profile
of battery-free operation, it is proposed to innovate Elastic Intermittent Computation (EIC) as a
new duty-cycle-variable computing approach leveraging the non-volatility inherent in post-CMOS
switching devices. The foundations of EIC will be advanced from the ground up by extending
Spin Hall Effect Magnetic Tunnel Junction (SHE-MTJ) device models to realize SHE-MTJ-based
Majority Gate (MG) and Polymorphic Gate (PG) logic approaches and libraries, that leverage
intrinsic-non-volatility to realize middleware-coherent, intermittent computation without checkpointing, micro-tasking, or software bloat and energy overheads vital to IoT.
Device-level EIC research concentrates on encapsulating SHE-MTJ behavior with a compact model
to leverage the non-volatility of the device for intrinsic provision of intermittent computation, and
lifetime energy reduction. Based on this model, the circuit-level EIC contributions will entail the
design, simulation, and analysis of PG-based spintronic logic which is adaptable at the gate-level
to support variable duty cycle execution that is robust to brief and extended supply outages or unscheduled dropouts, and development of spin-based research synthesis and optimization routines
compatible with existing commercial toolchains. These tools will be employed to design a hybrid
post-CMOS processing unit utilizing pipelining and power-gating through state-holding properties
within the datapath itself, thus eliminating checkpointing and data transfer operations.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Introduction

For the past five decades, complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) has been the dominant technology and it has provided the demanded dimension scaling for implementing highperformance and low-power circuits. The evolution of this charge-based CMOS devices is described and predicted by Moore’s law [7], this prediction, that number of transistors in integrated
circuits (ICs) doubles roughly every two years, has continued for many years. On the other hand,
by the inevitable scaling down of the feature size of the CMOS transistors which are deeper in
nanoranges, the CMOS technology has encountered many critical challenges such as high leakage currents, reduced gate control, high power density, increased circuit noise sensitivity and high
lithography costs which obstruct the continuous dimension scaling and consequently degrade the
suitability of the CMOS technology for the near future high-density and energy efficient applications. Explaining in more details about the first aforementioned restriction, due to the quantum
mechanical tunneling of electrons from the gate electrode into the transistor channel through the
gate oxide, leakage current occurs. Owing to the Moor’s law’s and mentioned problems as well
as the increasing chip complexity, researchers have to start seeking novel technologies to replace
the charge-based devices. Among promising devices, 2015 International Technology Roadmap for
Semiconductors (ITRS) [8] identifies nanoscale devices as capable post-CMOS candidates such
as Quantum-Dot Cellular Automata (QCA) [9, 10], and Spintronics [11, 12] (feasible competitive
alternative). Spintronics devices show promising features such as non-volatility, near-zero static
power, and high integration density. The non-volatility means that the data can be maintained even
if the power is off, so the standby power is reduced significantly. Moreover, due to the possibility of 3D integration above CMOS designs at the back-end process, distances between logic and
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memory can be shortened, which reduces considerably the dynamic power. The scalability feature of spin-based devices in addition to their low power characteristic, make the Spintronics as a
promising alternative for CMOS architectures.
Recently, magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) devices are one of the most important components of
any spin-based structures, which can be configured into two different stable configurations. Due
to the tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) effect, these two parallel and anti-parallel states show low
and high resistance, which can be denoted “0” and “1” in binary information, respectively. Two of
developed switching approaches for MTJs are spin-transfer torque (STT) [13] and spin-Hall effect
(SHE) [1], in which only one bidirectional current is required. In the STT switching approach, the
bidirectional current passes through an MTJ according to which it can be configured into P or AP
state. Although STT offers several advantages over previous switching methods like field-induced
magnetic switching (FIMS) [14] and thermally assisted switching (TAS) [15], it suffers from some
challenges such as high write current, and switching asymmetry [16, 17]. Moreover, STT-MTJ is
a two-terminal device with a shared write and read path. Consequently, undesirable switching may
occur during the read operation, and stored data can be flipped accidentally. Recently, SHE-MTJ,
a 3-terminal device, has been researched as a potential alternative offering some benefits such as
decoupled read and write paths, as well as energy efficient and high-speed write [18, 19, 20].

Motivation

Intermittent computation approach offers intriguing and vast opportunities to dramatically transform the landscape of IoT devices. The Internet of Things (IoT) devices require drastically-reduced
energy consumption such that they are able to operate using only ambient sources of light [21, 22],
thermal [21, 23], kinetic [21, 24], and electromagnetic energy [25] as a means to achieve batteryfree computing [26]. If lightweight embedded computing could be realized with free and/or inex2

haustible sources of energy, new classes of maintenance-free, compact, and inexpensive computing
applications would become possible [27]. Thus, energy-harvesting-powered devices could enable
a sustainable computing platform for future medical [28], aerospace [29], and IoT [30] applications. Energy-harvesting devices are projected to develop towards a $2.6B market by 2024, thus
automating human interaction with everyday items in our environment or even life-saving medical
implants within our bodies [31].
Therefore, it is proposed to research a promising class of rudimentary processing elements which
utilize switching devices capable of leveraging (1) the restricted energy capacity and (2) the intermittent temporal energy profile, of energy harvesting schemes. A typical energy harvesting system
converts ambient energy via rectification and charge-trapping. Then energy is accumulated on capacitor to generate a supply voltage. Once the voltage of the capacitor attains a sufficient level,
then a lightweight embedded processing element can commence its operation. However, the stored
energy will be rapidly consumed, which consequently precludes the continuation of execution due
to an insufficient supply voltage. Hence, the supply voltage of the processor experiences intermittent behavior. This results in an interval, τidle , of unpredictable unavailability that can interrupt the
datapath and the processor clock. This charge/discharge cycle, which is an intrinsic characteristic of energy harvesting devices, may occur more than hundreds of times per second for RF-based
sources, and unpredictably for extended durations with kinetic and light-powered sources. Furthermore, the interval τidle can occur irregularly and vary in duration leading us to research methods
to achieve a new Elastic Model of Computation described herein. Hardware realization of elastic
computing addresses one of the major hurdles to the propagation of energy harvesting systems: robust operation despite discontinuities in the ambient energy supplied from its environment. Robust
intermittent operation presents a new and difficult technical challenge that precludes assumptions
of conventional processor design of the last several decades. Intermittent behavior can result in disturbances in the execution of programs, data loss, glitch conditions, and lack of execution progress
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that may lead to irregular and unpredictable results [32]. Therefore, most of the existing energy
harvesting systems are envisioned for rudimentary signal detection and sensing applications such
as monitoring blood pressure or accumulating temperature readings [33]. This proposed herein
could realize these at improved lifetime energy and area metrics.
Grand Hypothesis: The proposed circuits employing spintronic devices realize Elastic Intermittent Computation enabling a non-deterministic duty cycle, while reducing leakage energy
by 90% and circuit lifetime energy-delay-product by 60% compared to existing designs of
comparable area.
Regardless if the hypothesis is validated or not, the proposed research will advance multiple
promising directions towards beyond-CMOS devices and architectures for next energy harvesting powered processors.

Contributions

Due to the abovementioned research background and motivation, four objectives are addressed:
First, to explore the energy and delay characteristics of spin-based VLSI circuits as well as innovate novel architectural schemes utilizing non-volatile logic, by integrating Verilog-A and SPICE
models, a compact model for STT-IMTJ, STT-PMTJ, and SHE-IMTJ are developed. They express
the underlying both static and dynamic switching behavior and encapsulate their characteristics,
while allowing straightforward integration with VLSI circuits in SPICE-like platforms. To validate
the model, two STT and SHE Look-up Table (LUT) circuits are designed and their functionalities
are verified.
Second, a Genetic Algorithm (GA)-driven research synthesis and optimization MG-based is developed. Extracting the fan-in optimized design based on 3- and 5- input MGs to design Boolean logic
4

gates and logic circuits such as Full-Adders (FAs). Two novel designs of the 1-bit majority gate
(MG) based full adder (FA) using domain wall nanomagnet (DWN) and SHE-MTJ are proposed.
These emerging designs achieve significant improvements in terms of area, complexity and power
consumptions. Then SHE-based 3- and 5- input MGs library developed.
Third, Then, preliminary results of the modeled SHE-MTJ devices will be utilized to delineate the
power, delay, and area costs of the spin-based building blocks in the synthesis and optimization
tool. The Boolean functions and criteria can be applied as inputs into the tool, which outputs a
SPICE syntax compatible file that can be utilized by circuit simulation toolchain.
Forth, the developed tool is used to extract an optimized netlist for standard majority logic-based
gates such as AND, OR, NAND. New libraries containing a functionally-complete set of Boolean
logic gates required for implementing representative VLSI designs will be defined and populated
using the developed device models. To verify the functionality and demonstrate energy and performance characteristics, we will implement MCNC benchmark circuits in commercial synthesis
tools utilizing the developed spin-based gate libraries.
Finally, circuit-level results will be extended towards benchmark studies corresponding to lifetime
energy reduction and intermittent operational behavior demanded by IoT applications. Both goals
can be achieved by utilizing the non-volatility of the targeted devices to enable gate-level pipelining, without requiring registers for each stage. Thus, an intermittent operation is supported without
the burden of additional circuitry otherwise required for checkpoint-restore, backup, etc. Avoiding registers also provides significant area reduction, which is important to achieve IoT size/cost
constraints.
The steps of the work in this document can be depicted in Figure 1.1 from the device to the architecture hierarchy.
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Figure 1.1: Five required STEPs in the thesis to implement a new intermittent computing method
for IoT applications.
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND

Spintronic Concepts, Behaviors, and Switching Operations

Spin transport electronics (Spintronics) is a novel computing paradigm, which functions regarding
the degree of electron spin in solid-state electronics using spin-polarized current [34]. Since spinbased devices are built on magnets, they have two stable polarizations, 0° and 180° magnet spin
momentum, which denote up-spin and down-spin, respectively. These two states can be maintained
in a magnet without any electrical power, non-volatility, due to its energy barrier (EB ). The relation
between the information retention time and the energy barrier is expressed by Equation 2.1:
E

Tretention = T0 e

( K BT )
B

,

EB = Ku V

(2.1)

where T0 is the characteristic time KB is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature, Ku is
the magnetic anisotropy, and V is the magnet volume. In most spin-based memory and logic
implementations, EB set to 40 which results in ten years for Tretention . The two stable states
regarding EB are shown in Figure 2.1.
Concept of Spintronics can be defined by two main aspects: (1) spin polarization and (2) magnetoresistance, which are utilized to perform write and read operations, respectively. The imbalance
of up-pin (n ↑) and down-spin (n ↓) population in ferromagnetic (FM) devices can be considered
as spin population, which is defined as

P =

|n ↑ −n ↓ |
n ↑ +n ↓
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(2.2)

Figure 2.1: Energy barrier of a spin-based device.

When a charge current passing through an FM, it can be polarized according to the local magnetic
momentum, hence, a spin-polarized current can be produced. The magnetoresistance is affected
by scattering of electrons on the FM layers. There is a high or low magnetoresistance (MR) for
magnetic materials, which is used to detect the states of magnetic devices. The two most important
MR effects in metal multilayer films are Giant Magnetoresistance (GMR) [35, 36] and Tunneling
Magnetoresistance (TMR) [37, 38]. The GMR devices are composed of two FM layers which are
separated by a nonmagnetic metal layer such as copper. If magnetization directions of two FM
layers are same, parallel (P) configuration, one of the spin-up or spin-down electrons pass through
the device without scattering, which leads to lower resistance. Whereas, if magnetization directions
of these FM layers are in the anti-parallel configuration (AP), both spin-up and spin-down electrons
face scattering issue, which results in higher resistance. Due to the difference between the P and AP
configurations, which can reach 100%, this MR effect named giant magnetoresistance. The highlyused GMR-based application is a spin valve concept, which has been leveraged in conventional
hard disk drives as reading heads. Figure 2.2 depicts the GMR effect in two-channel multilayer
8

films. If we replace the non-magnetic layer in a GMR structure by a thin oxide insulator such as
AlxOy [39] and MgO [40], TMR effect can be detected.

Figure 2.2: GMR effect, (a) parallel state, and (b) anti-parallel state.

This spacer is enough thin to allow tunneling effect for the electrons. Figure 2.3 shows a TMR device and its two stable states. Similar to the GMR effect, TMR can define P and AP magnetization
orientations by two different low and high resistances, respectively. However, in addition to the
difference in barrier material for GMR and TMR devices, there are two main differences.
First, in GMR structure, current flows in both “in the layer plane” (CIP) or “perpendicular to
plane” (CPP) [41], however, in TMR, current can pass only in a perpendicular way. Second, in
GMR, all its layers are a conductor, which means the larger current is transferred, nonetheless, in
TMR devices, we have an insulator, which is preferable in non-volatile memory and logic designs.
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Figure 2.3: Parallel and anti-parallel configurations of a TMR device.

Magnetic Tunnel Junction (MTJ)

The vertical structure of an MTJ is shown in Figure 2.4 (a), where an insulating barrier is sandwiched between two FM layers, Pinned Layer (PL) and Free Layer (FL) [42]. The barrier is
enough thin to enable the electron tunneling effect. Each FM layer has a magnetization which
can be switched by a magnetic field between two stable directions along the anisotropy axis. Because these layers have different coercivities, which is defined as the magnetic field to switch the
magnetization, PL is magnetically-pinned and utilized as a reference layer, while the FL magnetic
orientation can be switched to be parallel (P) or anti-parallel (AP) to that of the PL, which gives a
low (RP) or high (RAP) tunneling resistance, respectively, as shown in Figure 2.4 (b). This resistance is specially called tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR) and the mechanisms behind the TMR
effect is spin-dependent tunneling, which actually was observed and proposed by Jullière as early
as 1975 [42]. The primary performance for an MTJ is determined by TMR ratio which can be
defined as
T MR =

∆R
RAP − RP
GP − GAP
=
=
RP
RP
GAP
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(2.3)

where GP and GAP are the conductances of parallel and anti-parallel states. The expressions of
conductance are given by
GP = NM 1 NM 2 + Nm1 Nm2
(2.4)
GAP = NM 1 Nm2 + Nm1 NM 2
where NM 1 and Nm1 are the effective densities of states of majority and minority electrons at the
Fermi energy in both magnetic layers. As a result, the TMR ratio can be calculated using Equations
2.2, 2.3 and 2.4, which is expressed in terms of the spin polarization by



RP =

2

2P1 P2
1+P1 P2
=
T MR =
1 − P1 P2 

RAP = 2
1−P1 P2

(2.5)

where P1 and P2 are spin-polarizations in two layers. The significant progress was occurred in 1994
by using amorphous Al2 O3 as the tunneling barrier to realizing the room temperature magnetic
tunneling transport [38, 43]. By optimizing the material and fabrication condition, the TMR ratio
of this structure can reach up to 70% [39]. Although this value is already much larger than GMR
in spin valve, it is still far away from the requirement for spintronic applications, for example,
high-density MRAM requires at least 150% TMR at room temperature. Another considerable leap
of MTJ is using a single-crystal M gO tunnel barrier that can provide even larger TMR, which is
sometime called the giant TMR effect [44, 45]. So far, the TMR ratio record of MgO based MTJ
can reach as high as 600% at room temperature [46]. These results are of great importance not only
to avoid the CMOS process mismatch and parameter variation, but also to miniaturize the sense
amplifier circuit area [47].
The magnetic direction of MTJ layers can be in the film plane, in-plane MTJ (IMA), or out of
the film plane referred to as perpendicular MTJ (PMA) structure, as shown in Figure 2.4 (b) and
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2.4(c), respectively. PMAs have advantages over IMAs such as lower switching critical current
and higher thermal stability.1 .

Figure 2.4: (a) MTJ vertical structure [1], (b) In-plane MTJ (IMTJ), and (c) Perpendicular MTJ
(PMTJ).

MTJ Switching Approaches

The write operation of an MTJ is achieved by switching the FL magnetization. Herein, brief
efficient write methods for MTJ are introduced.

Field-induced magnetic switching (FIMS)

In this approach, the magnetization orientation of the free layer is switched by applying an external
magnetic field, which is generated by two orthogonal current lines, the word line (WL) and bit line
(BL), as shown in Figure 2.5. To perform a write operation, two currents, Iw and Ib , are applied to
1

©2016 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from [48, 49]
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WL and BL, which generate the hard-axis, Hw , and easy-axis, Hb , switching fields, respectively.
Herein, Hw equals 2Ku /Ms where Ms is the saturation magnetization is applied perpendicular to
the easy axis. Then this field is removed and a smaller bias field is applied along the easy axis to
complete the switching process. The read operation of this written structure is performed by the
current passing through BL. Independent sensing path with writing line is the main advantage of
this approach. Nonetheless, in the write operation, a combination of two perpendicular currents
results leads to the narrow write margin and half-selectivity issues. Moreover, in order to perform
a proper write operation in FIMS, generating magnetic fields is require high currents, ∼10 mA,
which limits the scalability of FIMS, due to the electromigration effect. To alleviate these issues,
there are several solutions were proposed [50], however, the FIMS still suffers from low speed,
large area overhead, and high power consumption.

Figure 2.5: FIMS approach for MTJ.

Thermal-assisted switching (TAS)

Thermal-assisted switching (TAS) improves the performance of the FIMS approach in terms of
power consumption and thermal stability [15], as shown in Figure 2.6. Its concept is that a current
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flowing through MTJ heats the magnetic free layer and reduces greatly the required switching
field [51]. Similar to the FIMS structure, two orthogonal current lines are applied to achieve write
selectivity; However, one line (Ih ) is used to heat the MTJ FL and the other (Ib ) is used to generate
the switching field. This approach promises relatively lower power, higher density, and higher
thermal stability compared with the pioneering FIMS approach. Nevertheless, due to the heating
and cooling processes, TAS has a lower operation speed than FIMS.

Figure 2.6: TAS approach for MTJ.

Spin-transfer Torque (SST)

In addition to the aforementioned switching approaches, magnets can be switched with spin-torque
induced by applying spin-polarized current. This spin-polarized current can be produced using a
spin-polarizer (PL) or leveraging spin-Hall effect (SHE) [1, 52]. This non-magnetic field switching
idea was fulfilled by Berger and Slonczewski [13] to eliminate the drawbacks of FIMS and TAS.
While electrons flow from the PL to FL, they are spin-polarized by the PL and acquire a spin angular momentum nearly aligned to the PL magnetization. After these spin-polarized electrons pass
into the FL, their transverse angular momentum must be transferred to the FL magnetization due
14

to the conservation of angular momentum. Once the amount of electrons exceeding the threshold
value, critical current, the spin-transfer torque (STT) exerted by the current will switch the magnetization of the FL to parallel with respect to the PL. If the charge current flows along the opposite
direction, they will be spin-polarized against the PL magnetization by the reflection from the RL.
In this case, the magnet is switched to AP state by the STT. Figure 2.7 illustrates the principle of
STT switching.

Figure 2.7: Spin-transfer torque concept, (a) if electrons flow from the PL to FL, the magnet is
switched to P state, and (b) if electrons flow from the FL to PL, the magnet is switched to AP state.

To understand the STT-induced magnetization switching, the FL magnetization is abstracted to a
unit magnetic moment m
~ under the macrospin approximation. Then the dynamics of magnetization
switching can be described by a Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation [53] including the STT,
as:

γ~JP
∂m
~
dm
~
~ ef f + a m
= −γµ0 m
~ ×H
~ ×
−
m
~ × (m
~ ×m
~ r)
∂t
dt
2etox Ms

(2.6)

~ ef f is the effective magnetic field, which is the sum of different magnetic fields, such as the
where H
external magnetic field, the demagnetization field and the anisotropy field. γ is the gyromagnetic
ratio. µ0 is the permeability in the free space. a is the Gilbert damping constant. ~ is the reduced
Planck constant, P is the spin-polarization, e is the elementary charge, tox is the FL thickness,
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Ms is the saturation magnetization, m
~ is the unit vector along the PL magnetization, J is the
write current density. Three torques are introduced in Equation 2.6, which are shown in Figure
2.8 [54, 55]. The first torque is the field-induced torque which causes the magnetic moment to
process around the effective magnetic field. The second torque is the Gilbert damping torque
which relaxes the precession. The final torque term is the STT, which is proportional to the charge
current density and due to the polarity of injected current, it can help or resist the Gilbert damping
torque. For instance, if the applied current density is larger than the critical current density, the
exerted STT can compensate the Gilbert damping torque and switches the FL magnetization. Due
to the simplicity of STT implementation, scalability, lower read energy, and higher read speed than
FIMS and TAS, it has become the main switching approach for two-terminal Spintronics devices
including GMR [41, 56] and TMR devices [57, 58]. In this approach, the common path is utilized
for both write and read operations, which can lead to accidental write operation during reading.
Moreover, a significant incubation delay due to the pre-switching oscillation [16, 59] incurs high
switching energy. Therefore, recently, SHE is proposed for 3-terminal spin-based TMR devices
as an alternative, which provides separate paths for reading and write operations, while expending
significantly less switching energy [18, 19, 60].

Figure 2.8: Magnetization dynamics for a magnet in the presence of STT.
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It is shown in [61] that a spin-polarized current, which is used to generate torque, can be produced
in nanomagnetic devices by the spin-Hall effect (SHE) rather than passing charge current through
an FM in spin polarizer approach. Figure 2.9 shows the spin-Hall effect phenomenon. The FM
layer is directly connected to heavy metal (HM) which is normally made of β-tantalum (β-Ta) [1],
β-tungsten (β-W) [62] or Pt [63]. By applying charge current to the left terminal of HM, electrons
flow through an HM in ±x direction. The spin-orbit coupling in HM deflects the electrons with
different spins in opposite directions, which results in a spin injection current in the ±z direction
transverse to the applied charge current. This generated spin-polarized current exerts STT on the
above FM and based on the direction of the injected charge current the FM magnetization can be
switched to P or AP states, as shown in Figure 2.9. Ratio of the injected spin current to the applied
charge current, called spin Hall injection efficiency (SHIE), is defined by Equation 2.7:

SHIE =

AF M
IS
=
× σθSH
IC
AHM

(2.7)

where AF M and AF M are the cross-sectional areas of the HM, and the adjacent FM area, respectively. θSH is the spin Hall angle, the ratio of generated spin current density to the applied charge
current density, and σ is the electron spin polarization. If the right side of the above equation is
larger than 1, then the spin-polarized current is larger than the charge current. Due to the difference
in scattering ratio of electrons at the HM and FM interface, the spin-transfer efficiency in FM is
lower than HM; Hence, the SHIE is larger than 1, which shows high efficiency for SHE usage.
STT and SHE switching approaches for MTJ will be discussed in more details in the next chapters.
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Figure 2.9: (a) Positive current along +x induces a spin injection current +z direction. The injected
spin current produces the required spin torque for aligning the magnetic direction of the FM in +y
directions, (b) Top view.

Non-volatile spin-based logic

The potential of spin-based memories such as STT-MRAM is relatively well known, whereas
realizing logic remains an open challenge. There are several magnetic-based logic architectures
have been proposed, such as Magnetic Quantum-dot Cellular Automata (MQCA) [2, 64, 65, 66],
Domain Wall Logic (DWL) [3, 67], All-Spin-Logic (ASL) [4, 68], and MTJ-based logics [69,
70, 5], as shown in Figure 2.10. MQCA consists of multiple nanomagnets located closely and
operates based on the states of applied inputs. DWL uses domain wall to store and compute
information. ASL stores information using the spin of electrons of magnets and propagate the state
using spin-polarized currents. MTJ-based designs are similar to MRAM in functionalities [5]. For
all the architectures, magnetic field or spin-polarized current is utilized. Table 2.1 summarizes
strength/limitation characteristics of the highly-used spin-based devices relative to CMOS.
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Figure 2.10: Main magnetic logic architectures, (a) MQCA [2], (b) DWL [3], (c) ASL [4], and (d)
MTJ-based logic cell [5, 6].

Intermittent Approaches

Table 2.2 lists some of the prior efforts addressing the intermittency challenge facing energyharvesting-powered designs. In [71, 72], a traditional checkpointing approach is utilized to ensure
the accurate forward progress of computation, whereby any volatile execution context is proac-
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tively preserved in Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) prior to anticipated periods of power failure. A
checkpointing approach may suffer from internal and external inconsistencies after each power
loss. Internal inconsistency occurs when the execution context is partially-retained in NVM, while
external inconsistency arises when the power failure occurs between two checkpoints [73]. DINO
[74] innovated a checkpointing-based approach that utilizes non-volatile versioning to retain memory consistency, as delineated in Table 2.2.

Table 2.1: Characteristics of enabling technologies. “X” or “-” indicates strength/limitation relative to CMOS.
Technology
Attributes
Static
Power Dynamic
Write
Memory
logic
Density
Speed
Reliability

CMOS

MTJ

SHE

DWL

ASL

NML

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

XX
X
X
X

XX
0
X
X

XX
X
X
–
X

XX
X
X
-

XX
X
XX
-

XX

Duty Cycling with Scheduling [75, 76] offers another approach for tolerating intermittence. In this
method, critical states of the processor will be partially-retained before the power failure, then the
device will enter an extremely-low power mode. However, this results in full availability of the
device only when a power interruption is unlikely, which can incur relatively long sleeping periods
due to the inevitable power outages in many energy harvesting-powered systems. Chain [77] is another model for programming intermittent devices, in which forward-progress is ensured at the task
granularity level. It utilizes idempotent processing concepts to make tasks restartable that never
experience inconsistency to keep NVM consistent. In [32], a Non-Volatile MIPS Processor (NVP)
is introduced in which specific blocks such as register files and pipeline registers were replaced
by non-volatile elements. As listed in the last row of Table 2.2, NVP utilizes a checkpointing
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approach to retain the processor volatile states resulting in possible above-mentioned internal and
external inconsistencies in non-volatile elements. Advancing beyond previous intermittent processors which utilize NVM resources that are distinct from the processing datapath, we propose a new
paradigm for energy-harvesting-powered processing, referred to as Elastic Intermittent Computing
(EIC).

Table 2.2: Selected previous works with significant contributions towards intermittent processor
design.
Approach

Methodology

Mementos
[71]

checkpointing

Hibernus
[75]

duty-cycling
reactive
hibernating

Features
Run-time energy estimation
Periodic system snapshots
340 Byte footprint illustrated
VON = 4.5V, VOFF = 2V
Snapshot before outage
76%-100% less processing
time and 49%-79% lower
energy overhead than
Mementos
582 Byte footprint
illustrated
Atomic tasks
Reduced flow
complexity

Robust Element
Flash

Ferroelectric
RAM (FRAM)

DINO
[74]

Checkpointing
Data versioning

Chain
[77]

task-based
control flow
Channel-based
memory model

Idempotent tasks;
no checkpoints
2x to 7.6x performance
compared to DINO

Ferroelectric
RAM (FRAM)

PC/register store
Partial backup

NV flip-flops in
MIPS ISA
1 KHz square waveform
3 MHz clk; 470nF
store capacitor

Ferroelectric
RAM (FRAM)

NVP
[32]
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Ferroelectric
RAM (FRAM)

Challenges
New programming
paradigms and Languages
Data movement overhead
Low endurance
NVMs to save all processor
register/states
Need for sufficient
energy to save a full snapshot
Long sleeping time
Large NVM versioning info
New programming paradigm
Data movement
∼4KB average storage
overhead
Hardware redundancy
New programming paradigms
42% larger code than DINO
∼8KB average storage
overhead
Non-volatile internal
and external coherence
Overhead of checkpointing

CHAPTER 3: COMPACT MODEL OF STT/SHE
FOR BOTH IMTJ AND PMTJ

As mentioned in previous chapters, spintronic devices show promising features such as nonvolatility. Hence, in order to design, analyze and compare the performance of spin-based devices
with previously proposed architectures, a compact model is required. Moreover, as presented in
Chapter 2, STT/SHE MTJs are the most promising components for spin-based designs. Hence, in
this chapter, a SPICE-compatible model for both STT-MTJ and SHE-MTJ is developed. A number of realistic material parameters and physical models have been integrated into the models to
achieve good agreement with experimental measurements. Our model consists of two sub-models:
(1) MTJ resistive behavior, and (2) STT switching model.

Compact Model Of STT-MTJ

We considered NiFe/MgO and CoFeB/MgO stack for IMTJ and PMTJ, respectively, to gain the
best performance of write and read operations.

MTJ Resistive Model

The tunneling conductance of barriers was proposed in [78], in which the conductance is voltagedependent. [78] shows that the resistive behavior for this kind of structure, two ferromagnetic
layers separated by a trapezoidal barrier, depends on its oxide barrier height and the effects between these layers. To simplify the proposed approximation, we considered that the oxide barrier
is symmetric. Hence, simplified equations which are integrated into our model to calculate the
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resistance of the MTJ are expressed as below [79]:

RM T J =

p
tox
√ .exp(1.025 × tox φ)
F actor × Area φ

(3.1)

where tox is the oxide thickness of MTJ, F actor is obtained from the resistance-area product value
of the MTJ that relies on the material composition of its layers, Area is the surface of MTJ, and
φ is the oxide layer energy barrier height. The energy barrier between P and AP configurations
of MTJ is in a range such that it can switch between configurations, while also retaining thermal
stability. The energy barrier for IMTJ and PMTJ are expressed by the following equations [80]:

EIM T J =

µ0 Ms V HC
2

(3.2)

EP M T J =

µ0 Ms V HK
2

(3.3)

The V is the volume of the free layer, Ms is the saturation magnetization, HC is the in-plane
coercive field, and HK is the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy field. Since HK is higher than
HC , PMTJ provides high energy barrier which leads to higher thermal stability.
There are two different magnetization configurations for ferromagnetic layers, parallel (P) and
antiparallel (AP), according to which MTJ resistance changes between RP and RAP, respectively.
MTJ resistance is determined by the angle (θ) between the magnetization orientations of the fixed
layer and free layer due to the tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) effect. As previously mentioned,
TMR is the primary aspect to perform the reading operation. In order to decrease read disturbance,
in our design, TMR ration is set to 100% and 120%. In our model, we determine RMTJ as the
resistance of the RP. The MTJ resistance in P (θ=0°), and AP (θ=180°) states is obtained and
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expressed by the Equation 3.4 [81].
R(θ) = 2RM T J ×

1 + T MR
2 + T M R + T M R.cosθ





(3.4)




T M R = T M R(0)/1 + (

Vb 2
)
Vh

where Vb is the bias voltage, and Vh = 0.5V is the bias voltage when TMR is half of the TMR0 .
Figure 3.1 depicts a large resistance hysteresis of an MTJ by sweeping the bias voltage, which
makes MTJ-based devices suitable for non-volatile designs.

Figure 3.1: Resistance hysteresis of an MTJ, red arrow shows switching from AP to P, while blue
arrow indicates switching from P to AP.
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Spin-Transfer Torque (STT) Switching Model

Herein, first, we explain the required critical current for both MTJ types and then use them to
calculate the switching delay for switching between P and AP states. As aforementioned, the
magnetic direction of MTJ layers can be in the film plane, IMTJ (in-plane MT), or PMTJ (out
of the film plane referred to as perpendicular MTJ) structure, as shown in Figure 3.2 (a) and (b),
respectively. Equations 3.5 and 3.6 express the switching critical current for IMTJ [82] and PMTJ
[83], respectively.
Ic−IM T J

2αeMs V Hc +
=
g(θ)P ~

Ic−P M T J =

Hef f 
2

αγeMs V HK
µB g(θ)

(3.5)

(3.6)

The parameter α is the magnetic damping constant, µB is the Bohr magneton, P is the spin polarization percentage of the tunnel current, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, e is the electric charge, ~ is
the reduced Planck’s constant, and Hef f is the effective out-of-plane demagnetization field, which
consists of external field, in-plane uniaxial magnetic anisotropy field, and out-of-plane magnetic
anisotropy. The effective demagnetization field in IMTJ is approximately equal to the saturation
magnetization, which is normally larger than the anisotropy field in PMTJ. Thus, switching current
for PMA is smaller than that of the IMA devices. Moreover, spin polarization efficiency factor,
g(θ), is a function of the angle between the free layer and fixed layer magnetization directions (θ)
and is obtained by the Equations 3.7 and 3.8 [83] for IMTJ and PMTJ devices, respectively.
h
(P −1/2 + P 1/2 ) × (3 + cosθ) i−1
gIM T J = − 4 +
4
gP M T J = gSV ± gtunnel
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(3.7)

h
(P −1/2 + P 1/2 )3 × (3 + cosθ) i−1
gSV = − 4 +
4
P
gtunnel =
2(1 + P 2 cosθ)

(3.8)

where gSV is the spin polarization efficiency in a spin valve and gtunnel is the spin polarization
efficiency in tunnel junction nanopillars.
As explained in previous chapters, based on the STT approach, a bidirectional spin-polarized current (IM T J ) is required for switching MTJ nanomagnet configuration, as shown in Figure 3.2.
Electrons that flow through the MTJ free layer will experience an exchange field which aligns
the spin of the electron with the magnetization direction of the nanomagnet. This phenomenon is
called spin-filtering effect. The conservation of the angular momentum results in the exertion of
an opposite sign torque with the equal magnitude on the free layer which eventually changes its
magnetization direction. The P or AP configuration of the MTJ is determined by the direction of
the current that flows through it. The required bidirectional current could be produced by means of
simple MOS-based circuits. Due to the vertical structure of the MTJ, it can be readily integrated
at the back-end process of the CMOS fabrication [84, 12]. According to the relative amplitude of
the IMTJ and the switching critical current (IC ), STT switching behavior can be categorized into
two main regions: (1) precessional region (IM T J IC ), and (2) thermal activation region (IM T J łIC )
which are described by Sun model [85] and Neél-Brown model [86], respectively.
In the precessional region, MTJ experiences rapid precessional switching. Equation 3.9 describes
the switching duration of the MTJ in this region[84].
1
hτST T i

=

h

i
2
µB P
(IM T J − IC )
2
C + ln(π ∆) em(1 + P 2 )
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(3.9)

where τST T is the mean duration for the precessional switching region, C=0.577 is the Euler’s
constant, ∆ = E/(4kB T ) is the thermal stability factor, and m is the free layer magnetic moment.
In the thermal activation region, although the current is less than the critical value, the switching
can occur with a long input current pulse due to the thermal activation. The switching duration in
the thermal activation region is described by the below equation [84]:

 I

MT J
= τ0 exp ∆ × −
hτST T i
IC
1

(3.10)

where τST T is the mean pulse duration for the thermal activation region, and tau0 is the attempt period. In practice, in order to have high switching speed, MTJ is required to work in the precessional
region with a current amplitude larger than critical current.

Figure 3.2: Illustrations (a) in-plane and (b) out-of-plane or perpendicular magnetized MTJ.
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STT-MTJ Based Look-Up Table

To validate our develop STT-MTJ model, a four-input STT-LUT, as shown in Figure 3.3, is introduced and its functionality is verified. It consists of read and write circuits. The write circuit
includes two transmission gates (TGs), which provide the desired charge current for STT switching, whereas the read circuit is composed of a pre-charge sense amplifier (SA) [47], a TG-based
multiplexer (MUX), and a reference tree. Each MTJ cell of LUT could be accessed according to
the input signals A, B, C, and D, through MUX, which employs TGs instead of pass transistors
(PTs). LUT is utilized in reconfigurable fabrics to implement combinational logic. In general,
LUT is a memory with 2m cells in which the truth table of an m-input Boolean function is stored.
Inputs can be considered as the address according to which corresponding output of the Boolean
function will be returned.
The reference tree in read circuit is designed to provide SA with required reference resistance to
properly sense each MTJ cell state. The reference tree consists of four TGs in a series configuration
to compensate for the select tree active resistance. Reference MTJ resistance is designed in a
manner such that its value in the parallel configuration is between low resistance, i.e., RP , and
high resistance, i.e., RAP , of the LUT MTJ cells, as shown in the following equation:
1
RP −ref erenceM T J ∼
= (RP + AAP )
2

(3.11)

According to Equation 3.4, the resistance of MTJ can be altered by changing tox or Area. Oxide
thickness could be only changed between 0.7 and 2.5 nm to keep the low-resistance value and show
the TMR effect. Additionally, as established in [87], fabricating MTJs with various oxide thicknesses requires different magnetic processes, which leads to a significant increase in fabrication
cost.
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Figure 3.3: Four-input STT-LUT functional diagram.

Thus, in this brief, the other effective factor, i.e., Area, is examined to determine the desired value
of reference MTJ resistance. The dimensions of LUT and reference MTJ cells are shown in Figure
3.4, according to which RP ref erenceM T J , RAP , and RP are equal to 1.8, 2.5, and 1.25 kΩ, respectively. The proposed design is simulated for LUTs with different numbers of inputs using SPICE
simulator in 90-nm library. Delay and power consumption results are summarized in Table 3.1. As
listed in the table, power and delay of STT-LUT are larger [88] when the MTJ state is P, due to the
inequality shown in the following equation, which results in a longer time required for SA to be
completely discharged:

RAP − RP −ref erenceM T J > RP −ref erenceM T J − RP

(3.12)

Herein, the developed STT-LUT circuit is implemented utilizing both PTs and TGs. The performances of our STT-LUT implementations are compared with SRAM-LUT [89] and two afore29

mentioned MTJ-based LUTs and summarized in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. The STT-LUT
provides high-speed and ultra-low power circuits with improved PDP values, shown in the seventh
row in Table 3.2. Furthermore, TG-based STT-LUT exhibits least PDP value while it leverages
a larger number of MOS transistors compared with PT-based STT-LUT, which is the optimum
choice from the area efficiency point of view.

Figure 3.4: Reference MTJ cell and LUT MTJ cell dimensions.

Table 3.1: performance comparison between STT-LUT and SRAM-LUT for four-input NAND
operation.
Parameter
Area
Power
Leakage
Consumption Dynamic
()
Total
Delay (ps)

SRAM-LUT [89]
14.3×16.55
1.030
1.217
2.247
85.86

PT-based STT-LUT [48]
7.2×8.35
0
4.30
4.30
94

TG-based STT-LUT [48]
13.5×15.75
0
4.27
4.27
83

Figure 3.5 elaborates the functionality of the proposed STT-LUT for a four-input NAND operation
when ABCD = “1111” and ABCD = “0000” inputs are applied. The former set of inputs selects
MTJ15, which has a parallel configuration that denotes logic “0”, whereas the latter input selects
MTJ0 with antiparallel configuration representing logic “1”.
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Table 3.2: Performance comparison for four-input NAND operation.

Features

Zhao [90]

PT-based

TG-based

STT-LUT[48]

STT-LUT [48]

Suzuki [91]

NO. of MTJs

32

36

17

17

NO. of MOSs

154

74

59

112

Delay (ps)

88

81

94

83

Active Power (µW)

13.40

7.58

4.30

4.27

PDP (p× µW)

1179.2

613.98

404.20

354.41

Standby Power

0

0

0

0

PDP

-

48%

65.7%

70%

Improvement

-

-

34%

42%

While STT approach offers significant advantages in terms of read energy and speed, a significant
incubation delay due to the pre-switching oscillation [16, 17] incurs high switching energy. Hence,
to achieve a high-speed write operation, we can enlarge the write transistor width, or/and reduce
the critical current. The former one leads to large area overhead and also increases risk of MTJ
barrier breakdown. While the latter solution decreases the thermal stability. Recently, SHE-MTJ is
introduced as an alternative for 2-terminal MTJs, which provides separate paths for read and write
operations, while expending significantly less switching energy [18, 19, 20].
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Figure 3.5: Transient response of STT-LUT for four-input NAND operation for (top) ABCD =
“1111” and (middle) ABCD = “0000”.

Compact Model Of SHE-MTJ

As mentioned, spin-polarized currents can be utilized to generate the torque required for switching
the magnetization directions of the free layer in MTJs. It is shown in [1] that spin current can
be produced in nanomagnetic devices by the spin-Hall effect. In [19], Manipatruni et al. have
provided the physical equations of the three-terminal SHE-MTJ device behavior. Figure 3.6 shows
the structure of the SHE-MTJ device, in which the magnetic orientation of the free layer changes
by passing a charge current through a heavy metal (HM). MTJ free layer is directly connected to
HM which is normally made of β-tantalum (β-Ta) [1], β-tungsten (β -W) [62] or Pt [63]. The MTJ
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logic state that is defined by the free layer magnetic direction is determined by the direction of the
applied charge current. The spin-orbit coupling in HM deflects the electrons with different spins
in opposite directions, which results in a spin injection current transverse to the applied charge
current. The injected current produces the required spin torque for aligning the magnetic direction
of the free layer.
Ratio of the injected spin current to the applied charge current, called spin Hall injection efficiency
(SHIE), is defined by Equation 3.13:

 HM

π.M T Jwidth
Isz
thickness
=
θSHE 1 − sech
SHIE =
IIcx
2HMthickness
λsf

(3.13)

where M T Jwidth is the width of the MTJ, HMthickness is the thickness of the HM, λsf is the spin
flip length in HM, and θSHE is the SHE angle [19]. This equation is valid for SHE-MTJ devices in
which the length of the MTJ equals the width of the HM.

Figure 3.6: SHE-MTJ vertical structure. Positive current along +x induces a spin injection current
+z direction. The injected spin current produces the required spin torque for aligning the magnetic
direction of the free layer in +y directions, and vice versa. (b) SHE-MTJ Top view.
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Herein, SHIE value is equal to 1.73 that is extracted using Equation 3.13. Thus, the generated
spin current is larger than the applied charge current. Whereas the spin injection efficiency of a 2terminal MTJ (STT-MTJ) is normally less than one resulting in a favorable write switching energy
for SHE-MTJs used in LUTs herein, as quantified by Equation 3.13. The critical spin current
required for switching the free layer magnetization orientation is expressed by Equation 3.14:

Is,critical =

2qαMS VM T J (Hk + 2πMS )
~

(3.14)

where VMTJ is the MTJ free layer volume. Thus, SHE-MTJ critical charge current can be calculated using Equations 3.13 and 3.14. Equation 3.15 shows the relation between SHE-MTJ switching time and the voltage applied to the HM terminals with the critical voltage vc given by Equation
3.16 [19].
τSHE =


vc = 8ρIc
where, θ0 =

τ0 ln(π/2θ0 )
( vvc ) − 1

−1
h
HMthickness i
θSHE 1 − sech
λsf
length

(3.15)

(3.16)

p
kB /2Eb is the effect of stochastic variation, Eb is the thermal barrier of the magnet

of volume V , HMlength is the length of the HM, and Ic is the critical charge current for spin-torque
induced switching. In order to model the SHE-MTJ, the HM resistance is also required, which is
expressed by Equation 3.17, where ρHM is the electrical resistivity of HM.

RHM =

ρHM × HMlength
HMwidth × HMthickness

(3.17)

Verilog-AMS is utilized to model the behavior of SHE-MTJ devices based on the aforementioned
physical equations. Then, the model is leveraged in SPICE circuit simulator to validate the functionality of the designed circuits using experimental parameters listed in Table 3.3.
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Figure 3.7 (a) and 3.7 (b) show the MOS-based bit-cell of the 2-terminal MTJ (STT-MTJ) and 3terminal MTJ (SHE-MTJ), respectively. In SHE-MTJ, the spin current can be significantly larger
than the applied charge current. Therefore, the transistor utilized in the bit-cell of the STT-MTJ
should be larger than that of the SHE-MTJ to be able to provide equal switching delay. Thus,
although SHE-MTJ bit-cell requires two MOS transistors, its integration density is comparable to
the STT-MTJs.

Table 3.3: Parameters of SHE-MTJ-based LUT.
Parameter
HM Volume
MTJ Area
MTJ Area
IC-SHE
IP-AP
IAP-P
θSHE
ρHM
φ
tox
α
Ms
µB
P
γ
RAP , RP
RP
T M R0
Hk
µ0
θSHE
ρHM
φ
Λsf
e
~

Description
Value
HMLength × HMW idth × HMT hickness
100×60×3 nm3
M T JLength × HMW idth × π/4
60×30×π/4 nm2
Reference MTJ Surface
50×25×π/4 nm3
SHE-MTJ Critical Curren
108 µA
STT-MTJ Critical Current for P to AP Switching 37 µA
STT-MTJ Critical Current for AP to P Switching 18 µA
Spin Hall Angle
0.3
Resistivity
200 µΩ.cm
Potential Barrier Height
0.4 V
Thickness of oxide barrier
0.85 nm
Gilbert Damping factor
0.007
Saturation magnetization
200 7.8e5 A.m-1
Bohr Magneton
9.27 e-24 J.T-1
Spin Polarization
0.52
Gyromagnetic Ratio
1.76e7 (Oe.s)-1
MTJ Resistances
2.8 KΩ, 5.6 KΩ
Reference MTJ Resistance
4.12 KΩ
TMR ratio
4.12 100%
Anisotropy Field
80 Oe
Permeability of Free Space
1.25663e-6 T.m/A
Spin Hall Angle
0.3
HM Resistivity
200 µΩ.cm
Potential Barrier Height
0.4 V
Spin Flip Length
1.5nm
Electric charge
1.602e-19 C
Reduced Planck’s Constant
6.626e-34/2π J.s
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Increasing the transistor size in STT-MTJs may also result in occasional read/write disturbances
due to a common read/write path. Moreover, the reliability of the tunneling oxide barrier is improved in SHE-MTJ, since the current does not flow through it during the write operation. Table 3.4
provides a comparison between the STT and SHE write schemes in terms of the switching delay
and energy consumption for a single MTJ cell. Assuming the typical 50% duty cycle, the maximum operating clock frequency based on which each of the circuits can ensure complete switching
of the MTJ states is listed in Table 3.4. We have examined the SHE-LUT reconfiguration energy
according to the clocking requirements illustrated in Table 3.4.

Figure 3.7: (a) 2-terminal MTJ (STT-MTJ) bit-cell, (b) 3-terminal (SHE-MTJ) bit-cell.

Table 3.4: Switching Characteristics of a Single MTJ Cell Including Clocking Requirements.
Features
Switching
Delay (ns)
Maximum CLK Frequency
Switching
Energy (fJ)

P to AP
AP to P
P to AP
AP to P
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STT-MTJ
3.3
3.37
140 MHz
521.2
400.2

SHE-MTJ
1.98
1.96
250 MHz
361.7
362.7

SHE-MTJ Based Look-Up Table

Herein, a non-volatile LUT circuit is developed based on the SHE-MTJ devices introduced in
the previous section. As shown in Figure 3.8, SHE-LUT structure includes two main parts: write
circuit and read circuit. Designing the read and write circuits requires considering important details
which can significantly influence the energy consumption and delay of the LUT circuit.

Figure 3.8: Circuit-level design of proposed SHE-LUT.

The select tree in the read circuit enables accessing each of the storage cells in LUT according to
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the address provided by A, B, C, and D input signals. Pass Transistors (PTs) and Transmission
Gates (TGs) have been investigated in [48, 92] to be utilized in the LUT select tree. Results
exhibited that TG-based select tree has lower propagation delay and more resiliency to process
variation compared with PT-based select tree while consuming relatively equal power. Therefore,
herein TG-based select tree is utilized in our proposed SHE-LUT, as shown in Figure 3.8. In
this design, we have utilized SHE-MTJ as a storage element in the LUT circuit. In general, data
is stored in resistive memory cells in the form of different resistance levels, e.g. high resistance
state stands for logic 1 and vice versa. Therefore, a sense amplifier (SA) is required to distinguish
the resistive state of the memory cell. In [47], Zhao et al. studied various SAs which could be
leveraged for sensing the magnetic configuration of the MTJs. They have proposed a Pre-Charge
Sense Amplifier (PCSA) consisting of seven MOS transistors and a reference MTJ, which could
provide a low power and high speed read operation while maintaining a low error rate. Moreover,
a TG-based reference tree including four TGs in the series configuration is utilized in our designs
to compensate for the select tree resistance. Reference MTJ dimensions are designed in a manner
such that its resistance value in the parallel configuration is between low resistance, RLow , and high
resistance, RHigh , of the SHE-based MTJ cells as elaborated by below equations:
RAP −LU T M T J + RP −LU T M T J
RHM
1
+
RP −ref erenceM T J ∼
= (RLow + RHigh ) =
2
2
2


RHM 
RHM 
RLow = RP −LU T M T J +
and RHigh = RAP −LU T M T J +
2
2

(3.18)

We have utilized a TG in the SHE-MTJ write circuit, as shown in Figure 3.8. TGs are composed of
one NMOS and one PMOS transistor, and characterized by their near optimal full-swing switching
behavior. TG-based write circuit provides a symmetric switching behavior, i.e. the generated
write current amplitude for P to AP switching equals the current amplitude produced for switching
from AP to P state. Moreover, TGs are capable of producing a current amplitude larger than the
switching critical currents of both STT-MTJ and SHE-MTJ devices.
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Table 3.5: Performance comparison for the Reconfiguration Operation of 4-input MTJ-LUTs Involving 16 MTJs.
Features
Delay (ns)
Power Consumption (mW)
PDP (ns× mW)
Average PDP (ns× mW)
Average PDP Improvement

P to AP
AP to P
P to AP
AP to P
P to AP
AP to P

STT-MTJ
SHE-MTJ
Based LUT [[48]] Based LUT [[49]]
52.8
31.68
53.92
31.36
1.16
1.44
0.89
1.45
3.83
2.85
3.30
2.84
3.565
2.845
20.1%
-

Table 3.5 provides a comparison between the reconfiguration operation of a 4-input SHE-LUT
and a conventional MTJ-LUT. A 4-input MTJ-LUT includes sixteen MTJs having their magnetization directions aligned in a single reconfiguration operation. As listed in Table 3.5, the proposed
SHE-LUT provided at least 20% PDP improvement compared to STT-MTJ LUTs. The clocking
limitations in reconfigurable fabrics may change the results provided in Table 3.5.
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CHAPTER 4: SPINTRONICS MAJORITY GATE BASED DESIGNS

As it can clearly be perceived, the unifying computational mechanism underlying all of these
TMR-based devices is an accumulation-mode operation that enables the realization of majority
logic functions as basic computational building blocks [4, 93]. Therefore, first, we developed an
MG-based synthesis and optimization research tool and then based on its results we design a 1bit majority gate (MG)-based full adder, which is one of the most important functional building
blocks.

MG-based Synthesis and Optimization Research Tool

This section focuses on implementing Boolean gates and logic circuits based on the MGs. To
achieve this objective, we develop an MG-based synthesis and optimization routine and tool. In
our approach, Genetic Algorithm (GA) has been used to design logic circuit networks which are
implemented by majority gates.
GAs are optimization tools inspired by the nature that simulate the natural selection process to find
the solutions to optimization problems. These algorithms are one of the most popular optimization
tools due to their ability to optimize any objective function regardless of the gradient or higher
derivatives of the objective function. Problems of logic optimization for digital designs are complicated problems on their own that also usually suffer from lack of derivable or even continuous
functions that are able to present them. Therefore, GA has been chosen in such problems as an
excellent choice. In the following the main parts of a typical GA has been briefly explained.
Initialization: the GA starts with creating an initial set (population) of solutions (chromosome) to
the problem, called the initial population. The population size and the initial population variety
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should be considered in a way that the GA be able to achieve acceptable solutions in a reasonable
time. It should be considered that extending the population size leads to increasing the variety of
chromosomes, of course, this relationship is limited to some upper bound, but this extension also
leads to the increase in the total processing time of the GA.
Fitness Evaluation: GA in order to be able to direct the population to better solutions, should
evaluate each chromosome. The evaluation of chromosome is carried out using the fitness function that assign a value to a chromosome based on how far or close it is from the solution. This
evaluation occurs many times in the execution of the algorithm, such as when the parent selection
is required, or when some individuals (chromosomes) should be selected to constitute the next
generation population.
Parent Selection: each chromosome with a probability proportional to its fitness value can participate in the reproduction of new chromosomes. Regardless of the way that we correspond the
fitness value of a chromosome to its probability of being selected as a parent, a portion of the
population should be selected to reproduce by way of the crossover operator and another portion
of the population should be selected to reproduce by way of the mutation operator.
Crossover Operator: the role of crossover operator in the GA is to generate new offspring(s) from
the selected parents according to a probability in order to achieve new solutions to the problem.
The number of the parents that participate in the generation of the offspring and how the offspring
is generated by the application of this operator varies over different types the crossover operator.
Mutation Operator: although the crossover operator generates new solutions to the problem the GA
is susceptible to stick in the local optima. The main role of the mutation operator is to help the GA
escape the local optima and achieve global optima. This operator often applies on a chromosome
and slightly changes it according to a probability in order to generate a new chromosome.
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Replacement: after the new chromosomes being generated by way of crossover and mutation operators, these individuals in addition to some of the individuals in the current generation with the
best fitness values make up the next generation.
This routine is repeated until some termination criterion is met, e.g., the algorithm reaches a defined
number of generations.
In this chapter, the first version of the GA optimization unit has been developed, in which a combination of 3-input and 5-input MGs are considered as the primary building blocks in order to
optimize the designs. This combination of majority gates includes either design based on only one
type of MGs (3-input or 5-input) or designs including both types of the MG. The logical functions
of 3-input MG and 5-input MG are as Equations 4.1. It expresses the output for an MG with n
inputs, where n is always an odd number. The MG outputs “1” if and only if more than (n-1)/2 of
the inputs are “1”, and vice versa.
M(A,B,C) = AB + AC + BC
M(A,B,C,D,E) = ABC + ABD + ABE + ACD + ACE + ADE + BCD + BCE + BDE + CDE
(4.1)
A tree structure is used in order to represent the chromosomes Figure 4.1(a). In this structure, the
root and the inner nodes of the tree are either a Majority or an Inverter specified with the Maj. and
Inv. respectively. For example, M(A,D,C,1,B) is shown in Figure 4.1(b). The algorithm starts with
a population including 500 chromosomes. So in order to both, 3- and 5- input MGs, of the effects
be taken into account, a linear abstraction of fan-in as its cost function is considered, which has
been defined as below:

f (Ci ) =

1
1
N (m, Ci )
+
+
|m|
N (r, Ci ) N odes(Ci )
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(4.2)

where N (, ) is a function that calculates the number of minterms in the first parameter implemented
by the second one, m contains the minterms to be implemented, |m| is the size of m and has been
added for scaling issues, and r is the rest of minterms, that should not be implemented. The sub-tree
crossover as a natural choice for tree shape chromosomes has been selected as the crossover operator that selects two nodes and exchanges their sub-trees rooted from the selected nodes. Mutation
of a chromosome as performed in [94] is done by creating some randomly generated chromosomes
and exchanging them by some other randomly selected chromosomes, proportional to a probability. The tournament selection has been utilized in order to select the parents for crossover and
mutation operators. The algorithm stops when no improvement in fitness function happens during
more than 20 generations or the total number of generations exceeds 1500.
To provide experimental evidence to study how the combination of 3-input and 5-input majority
gates improves the performance of traditional design methods, the proposed optimization procedure is implemented in Python and results are illustrated in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Optimization of three standard functions.
Proposed approach using
combination of 3 and 5 MGs
1. BCD+ABC+ABD+ACD
M(B,C,M(D,A,0))
M(A,B,C,D,0)
2. A.B.C+ABC
M(M(C, A, 1), M(C, B, 0), M(A, B, 1)) M(M(A,B,C,0,0),1,M(A, B, C, 1, 1))
3. A.B.C.D
M(M(A,B,0),0,M(0,C,D))
M(0,M(A,B,0),0,C,D)
Functions

Previous Works using 3MG

Spintronics MG-based Circuit Designs

Binary addition is the most fundamental mathematical operation. It is worth mentioning that other
operations in computer arithmetic such as subtraction and multiplication are usually implemented
by adders and this importance has motivated alternative designs for adder (FA) structures. The
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logic functions of the FA can be expressed as follows:
SU M = A ⊕ B ⊕ C
(4.3)
COU T = AB + AC + BC

Figure 4.1: Two chromosomes (a) before crossover, and (b) after crossover.

The optimized MG-based 1-bit FA implementation using our developed GA-driven tool, as shown
in Figure 4.2, is expressed as below:
COU T = AB + AC + BC = 3 − inputM G(A, B, C) = M3(A, B, C)
(4.4)
SU M = M 5(A, B, C, M 3, M 3) = M5(A, B, C, COU T , COU T )
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We extracted the obtained SUM expression to prove the correctness of its functionality.
SU M = M 5(A, B, C, M 3, M 3) = M5(A, B, C, COU T , COU T )
= ABC + ABCOU T + ACCOU T + BCCOU T + ACOU T + BCOU T + CCOU T
= ABC + COU T (A + B + C)
= ABC + (AB + AC + BC)(A + B + C)

(4.5)

= ABC + (AB . AC . BC)(A + B + C)
h
i
= ABC + (A + B).(A + C).(B + C) (A + B + C)
= ABC + ABC + ABC + ABC = A ⊕ B ⊕ C

Figure 4.2: Schematic of a 1-bit full adder using 3- and 5- input MGs.

MG-based Full Adder using Current-Induced Domain Wall Nanomagnets

Leveraging the concept of FA schematic, as shown in Figure 4.2, our first spin-based circuit is a
novel current mode FA design which is based on the Domain Wall NanoMagnet (DWNM) MGs.
Current-Induced magnetic Domain Wall (CIDW) device is a transistor-less element, which leverages a new switching mechanism that has been proposed to overcome low-speed magnetic switching concerns. Each ferromagnetic domain can store a bit while each DW is a mobile interface
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between regions of oppositely-aligned magnetization, which can be shifted laterally between two
antiferromagnetic contacts by applying a current [95] as described below1 .
CIDW devices consist of a ferromagnetic nanowire in which opposite magnetic polarities form
the Domain Walls (DWs) as shown in Figure 4.3. The DW can be moved within the nanowire
according to the Spin Transfer Torque (STT) switching method utilizing an applied spin-polarized
current [13]. The applied current only changes the orientation of the spin, thus DWs are not
subjected to physical shift. A number of innovative proposals have been developed which use DWs
in nanowires to denote the information bits for both memory [97] and logic devices [90, 67, 98].
Figure 4.4 (a) shows a DWNM device in which antiferromagnetic contacts are utilized at both its
ends and fixed in antiparallel direction relative to each other to ensure the existence of a single DW
in the device. To realize the writing operation of a single bit, a bidirectional current is used. The
bit value of logic “0” is indicated upon shifting the DW to the left, and vice versa for logic “1”.

Figure 4.3: STT-driven Domain Wall motion.

For reading operations, a unidirectional current is applied to the Magnetic Tunnel Junction (MTJ)
to sense the device state based on the Tunnel Magneto-Resistance (TMR) between MTJs fixed and
free layers [99].
DWNM could be utilized as a logic gate, in which the states of the gate depend on the position
of the DW in nanowire and is sensed using MTJ. The output of the gate is obtained based on the
1

©2016 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from [96].
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parallel (P) or antiparallel (AP) magnetization configuration of the MTJ fixed layer and DWNM
nanowire, as shown in Figure 4.4(b).
Some recent surveys discussing the feasibility of integrating DWNM with CMOS address the
interaction between their circuit design and manufacturing aspects [11, 100].

Figure 4.4: (a) Schematic illustration of DWNM device, (b) construction of a DWNM logic gate
suitable for Boolean logic implementation.

For instance, the DWNM cell and cross-section view of its magnetic layers are shown in Figure
4.5, which depicts the DWNM integration at the back-end process of CMOS fabrication. Read and
write operations are controlled by the Read/Write Word Lines connected to the gates of the access
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transistors, which share a common Bit Line. Read access transistor is connected to MTJ that is
integrated between the second and third metal layers. The nanowire is built in the third metal layer
and controlled by Source Line, Bit Line, and the write access transistor, as shown in Figure 4.5(b).

Figure 4.5: DWNM (a) cell design, and (b) cross sectional view.
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Figure 4.6 shows the 1-bit DWNM-FA circuit consists of two DWNMs, two Sense Amplifiers
(SAs), a CMOS inverter, and a Voltage Controlled Current Source (VCCS) [101].

Figure 4.6: Schematic of DWNM based Full-Adder Circuit. The main structure is comprised
of two DWNMs and two SAs, which operate as the functional building blocks and the decisionmaking elements, respectively.
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The functionality of the circuit could be described as follows:
1) The inputs of the proposed circuit are bidirectional currents. Each of the three input currents
is injected into the left terminal of M3, while its right terminal is connected to ground (GND),
as shown in Figure 4.6. According to the conservation of current, the magnitude and direction of
resultant current depend on the algebraic sum of the input currents. The resultant current moves
the domain wall along the nanowire to realize a three-input MG.
2) Magnetization orientation of the MTJ-1 free layer is changed according to the nanowire-1 magnetic orientation determined by the position of the DW. Herein, pre-charge SAs are leveraged to
sense the P or AP states of the MTJs [47, 102]. SA sensing process has two phases called precharge, and discharge. First, in the pre-charge phase, both SA branches are charged to VDD . Then,
the branches are isolated from VDD and connected to GND in order to start the discharge phase.
Each branch will discharge at a different speed based on its resistance. The side with lower resistance discharges faster and eventually outputs a “0” logic level, and vice versa. The reference MTJ
resistance is designed in a manner such that its value in the parallel configuration is between low
resistance (RP ) and high resistance (RAP ) of the MTJ cells, i.e. MTJ-1/MTJ-2, to properly sense
its state. Reference MTJ cell and MTJ-1/MTJ-2 cell dimensions are listed in Table I. Figure 4.6
indicates that SA-1 outputs the state of nanowire-1, i.e. COU T .
3)COU T voltage is first inverted and then converted to current by means of a VCCS to be employed
along with the primary three inputs of the circuit as inputs of the 5-input MG, which is built by
nanowire-2 as depicted in Figure 4.6.
4) SA-2 outputs the state of the nanowire-2 which is the output of the FA circuit, at the terminal
labeled SU M .
In the proposed circuit, we assumed logic “1” is equal to +200µA and logic “0” is -200µA. This
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assumption is compatible with the required current mode operation since the sum of the input
currents produces a bidirectional induced current which drives the DW to the left or right side of
the nanowire based on the current direction. It also significantly reduces the routing complexity
and peripheral circuits realizing the logic level corresponding to the position of the DW inside the
nanowire.
In order to verify the functionality of our proposed circuit, SPICE circuit simulator with the parameters mentioned in Table 4.2 is utilized. The simulation includes the threshold current density
which is required to unpin DW from its fixed position near the antiferromagnetic contacts. However, the stochastic behavior of the DWM device which is affected by the thermal fluctuations and
edge roughness is not embraced. The 1-bit DWNM-FA simulation results along with the input
and output waveforms are shown in Figure 4.7. All transitions matched the desired behavior while
considering the propagation delays.

Figure 4.7: Simulation results of 1-bit DWNM based FA. Logic 0/1 levels of inputs (A, B, and
C) correspond to applied currents of -200A and +200A whereas bits 0 and 1 for outputs, Cout
and SUM, correspond to the voltage of 0V and 1.8V. For instance, input current pulses ABC=011
nucleate the DW in nanowire-1, Cout=1, and cannot unpin the DW in nanowire-2, SUM=0.
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Table 4.2: Simulation Parameters of DWNM and MTJs.
Parameter
Area
tox
α
tf ree
µB
P
Ms
IC0
RAP , RP
Rp
TMR
Hk
ku

Description
DWLength × DWW idth × DWT hickness
MTJ-1/MTJ-2 Surface
Reference MTJ Surface
Thickness of oxide barrier
Gilbert Damping factor
Thickness of free layer
Bohr Magneton
Polarization (DWNM, MTJ)
Saturation magnetization
Threshold Current Density
MTJ-1/MTJ-2 Resistance
Reference MTJ Resistance
TMR ratio
Out of Plane Anisotropy Field
Uniaxial Anisotropy

Value
100×10×3 nm3
100×65×π/4 nm2
100×45×π/4 nm3
0.85 nm
0.007
1.3 nm
9.27 e-24 J.T-1
0.75, 0.5
200 8e5 A.m-1
e10e12 A.m− 2
2.5 KΩ, 1.25 KΩ
1.8 KΩ
100%
1600∼1800 Oe
400e3 J/m3

Delay of the proposed Full-Adder circuit, tCout and tSU M , is calculated using 4.6:
tCout = tnanowire1 + tSA1
(4.6)
tSU M = tCout + tinv−vccs + tnanowire2 + tSA2
where tnanowire1 , tnanowire2 , tSA1 , and tSA2 are the nanowire-1, nanowire-2, SA-1, and SA-2 delays,
respectively, and tinv−vccs is the delay of the inverter and VCCS together. Herein, tnanowire1 and
tnanowire2 values are calculated using 4.7 and parameters mentioned in Table 4.2 as given by:

tnanowire1 =

DWLength
u

where u is the DW velocity which could be calculated using u =
of the nanowire which is equal to 100nm in our design.
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(4.7)

µB JP
,
eMs

and DWLength is the length

A
(µA)
-800
-800
-800
-800
+800
+800
+800
+800

Table 4.3: Nanowire-1( for Cout) and Nanowire-2 (for SUM) Switching Delays.
P
P
B
C
Cout I(Cout ) nanowire-1
inputs+ SUM nanowire-2
inputs
(µA) (µA)
(V)
(µA)
delay (ps)
2×I(Cout )
(V)
delay (ps)
-800 -800 -2.4 mA
0
+800
34.34
-800
0
103
-800 +800 -800 µA
0
+800
103
+800
1.8
103
+800 -800 -800 µA
0
+800
103
+800
1.8
103
+800 +800 +800 µA 1.8
-800
103
-800
0
103
-800 -800 -800 µA
0
+800
103
+800
1.8
103
-800 +800 +800 µA 1.8
-800
103
-800
0
103
+800 -800 +800 µA 1.8
-800
103
-800
0
103
+800 +800 +2.4 mA 1.8
-800
34.34
+800
1.8
103
Average

Average

≈ 85.5

= 103

Nanowire delay is different for each set of inputs, due to the difference in input current. Table 4.3
provides the values for the nanowire-1 and nanowire-2 delays for each set of inputs. As listed in
the Table, the average delay of nanowire-1 is roughly 85.8ps which is five sixths of a nanowire
switching delay with single input current. Using a similar approach for calculating the delay of
the nanowire-2 results in an average delay of 103ps which is equal to the delay of a single input
nanowire.
Moreover, tinv−vccs , tSA1 , and tSA2 are extracted using SPICE simulation in the 90nm technology
library available and are equal to 23ps, 47ps, and 47ps, respectively. The nanowire delay has an
inverse relation with the input current, as described in 4.8, where I is the input current.

tnanowire =

DWLength × eMs
DWLength × eMs × DWW idth × DWT hickness
=
µB JP
µB P I

(4.8)

Equations 4.9 indicate that the FA circuit average delay, as calculated by 4.6 and 4.8 using the
values obtained through SPICE simulation. The relation between the average delays of a DWNM53

FA circuit and input current are depicted in Figure 4.8.
5
tAvg−Cout = tAvg−nanowire1 + tSA1 = ( )tnanowire + 47(ps)
6
tAvg−SU M = tAvg−Cout + tinv−vccs + tAvg−nanowire2 + tSA2

11
= ( )tnanowire + 117(ps)
6

(4.9)

FA operation speed could be directly controlled by the value of the input currents, which could result in a high-speed arithmetic unit. However, this approach may not necessarily be power efficient.
As previously mentioned, DWNM-FA circuit comprises two DWNMs, two SAs, a CMOS inverter,
and a VCCS. Hence, the average power consumption of the proposed circuit, PDW N M −F A , could
be extracted using Equation 4.10.

PDW N M −F A = PAvg−nanowire1 + PAvg−nanowire2 + 2 × PSA + Pinv−vccs

(4.10)

Figure 4.8: Dependence of DWNM-FA Average Delay on Input Current are depicted for circuit
outputs Cout and SUM.
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Herein, the demonstrated nanowire consumed power, Pnanowire, is expressed as below [103]:

Pnanowire (I, T ) = R0 1 + θ(T − T0 ) × I 2
where, R0 =

ρ × DWLength
DWW idth × DWT hickness

(4.11)

where, T0 is room temperature, i.e. 298K, R0 is the resistance at T0 , temperature coefficient θ is
considered +3e-3 K−1 at T0 , and ρ is the nanowire resistivity, which is considered 100 Γnm.
In a manner similar to that used to obtain the results listed in Table 4.3, the power consumption
also varies based on different sets of inputs. Thus, a similar approach is employed for computing
the average nanowire power consumption. At room temperature, the average power consumption obtained is PAvg−nanowire1 = 3Pnanowire = 640 µW and Pavg-nanowire2= Pnanowire=213.33
W. Furthermore, SA average power consumption, PSA , and inverter and VCCS average power
consumption, Pinv−vccs , are obtained respectively to be 13.6646 µW and 4.4277 µW by SPICE
simulation in 90nm technology in the circuit delay time window. Finally, the relation between
proposed DWNM-FA average power consumption, and input currents along with the temperature
are extracted using 4.10 in conjunction with the values gained by SPICE simulation. Figure 4.9
exhibits a quadratic and linear growth for power consumption relative to the input current and
temperature, respectively.
Finally, the Power-Delay Product (PDP) of the proposed DWNM-FA according to different values
for input current and temperature are extracted utilizing 1.8V nominal voltage (VDD ) and 1 GHz
circuit clock (CLK) frequency, as shown in Figure 4.10. The result illustrates a quadratic growth
for PDP corresponding to the input current. As a result, based on the operating temperature of the
proposed circuit and desired Power-Delay values, the optimum input current could be extracted
from Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10. Both iso-power and temperature constrained operating points
can be readily obtained by the abovementioned surface plots.
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Our designed tunable majority gate based FA can function in two different modes. 1) Low Power
Mode (LPM): the lowest current magnitude is injected, e.g. 200µA, as the input current, resulting
in low power and low-speed operation of the FA circuit. 2) High-Speed Mode (HSM): the highest
magnitude current is injected as an input, e.g. 1 mA, so that the HSM FA design functions rapidly
but with high power consumption. Comparison results with previous CMOS and MTJ based FAs
fabricated using 180 nm CMOS process are summarized in Table 4.4. It shows that our design has
a significant improvement in terms of area and complexity, i.e. device count. Moreover, MTJs are
2-terminal devices which share a common path for reading and writing operations that results in
major reliability issues in MTJ-based designs [104, 105].

Figure 4.9: Power Consumption of DWNM-FA versus temperature and applied current.
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Figure 4.10: PDP of DWNM-FA versus temperature and applied current.

Whereas the DWNM employed in our design is a 3-terminal device enabling separate read and
write paths that significantly reduce the disturbances induced by using a common path.

Table 4.4: Comparison of 1-bit Full Adders.
Design
CMOS [106]* MTJ-based [106] LPM [96]
HSM [96]
Parameter
Delay
224 ps
219 ps
877 ps
269 ps
Dynamic Power (@1 GHz) 143 µW
33 µW
85 µW
1364 µW
Static Power
0.9 nW
0.0 nW
0.0 nW
0.0 nW
Area
333 µm2
315µm2
160 µm2
Complexity
42 MOSs 4 MOSs + 4 MTJs 20 MOSs + 4 MTJs + 2 nanowires
*Full Adders are fabricated using 180 nm CMOS process
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MG-based Full Adder using Spin Hall Effect Switching

Based on the obtained result from the previous design and STT switching drawbacks, we have
designed a non-volatile FA using SHE-MTJ devices. Our proposed FA is composed of 23 MOS
transistors and three SHE-MTJs. Two of the SHE-MTJs function as majority gates (MGs), and the
other one is utilized as a reference element to sense the output of the FA. The switching behavior
and functionality of the proposed circuit are verified using SPICE circuit simulator. Figure 4.11
depicts the schematic of our proposed FA, which consists of two main parts as described below2 .
Write/Reset Circuit: for SHE-MTJ write operation, a charge current should be applied to the HM to
produce a spin current greater than the critical switching spin current of the MTJ. In our SHE-based
FA design, three PMOS transistors are leveraged to produce the input charge current according to
the three inputs of the circuit, A, B, and Cin . The magnitude of the driven current for SHE-1 is
determined based on the conservation of current on the N1 node shown in Figure 4.11.

Figure 4.11: Circuit-view of SHE-based FA design. SHE-1 functions as a 3-input MG, while
SHE-2 performs 5-input MG function.

2

©2017 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from [107]
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The dimensions of the SHE-1 is designed in a manner such that its switching critical current is
higher than a charge current produced by one of the input PMOS transistor (M P4 , M P5 , and
M P6 ). In order for the Cout to become “1”, the SHE-1 state should change to anti-parallel. Hence,
at least two of the three input transistors are required to be ON to switch the SHE-1 state. Therefore,
the three PMOS transistors and SHE-1 device together function as a 3-input MG. To perform the
SHE-1 write operation, RES1, WR1, and SHE1 signals should be “0”, “1” and “1”, respectively.
For reset operation, two NMOS transistors (M N8 and M N10 ) are assigned to reset the SHE-1 state
and prepare it for the next operation. Herein, reset operation means writing on SHE-MTJs in the
-x direction to change their configuration to P state.
To implement the 5-input MG required for producing the SUM output, Cout is obtained through
a sense amplifier, and M N5 transistor is used to produce a current based on the obtained Cout .
The size of the M N5 transistor is designed in a manner such that it generates a current amplitude
approximately twice as large as the currents produced by input PMOS transistors (M P4 , M P5 , and
M P6 ). Therefore, it can be assumed that there are five input currents injected to SHE-2.
The magnitude of the current applied to the HM of the SHE-2 is determined based on the conservation of the aforementioned currents in N1 node. Dimensions of the SHE-2 is designed in a way
that at least three out of the five inputs should be applied to HM to produce a current amplitude
greater than the critical current of SHE-2. Thus, SHE-2 functions as a 5-input MG. SHE-1 read
operation and SHE-2 write operation should be performed simultaneously. Therefore, all of the
RD1, SHE1, WR2, and SHE-2 signals should be “1” during this operation. The reset mechanism
for SHE-2 is similar to that of the SHE-1. However, it can be improved by performing the reset
operation only when Cout equals “1”. Thus, unnecessary reset operations will be removed, which
can decrease the energy and delay overhead caused by the reset scheme. The dimensions of the
SHE-MTJs used herein are listed in Table 4.5.
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Table 4.5: Simulation Parameters of SHE-based FA.
Parameter
SHE-R
SHE-1
SHE-2
θSHE
ρHM
φ
tox
α
Ms

Description
HM Volume (L×W×T)
MTJ Area (L×W)
HM Volume (L×W×T)
MTJ Area (L×W)
HM Volume (L×W×T)
MTJ Area (L×W)
Spin Hall Angle
Resistivity
Potential Barrier Height
Thickness of oxide barrier
Gilbert Damping factor
Saturation magnetization

Value
120×60×3 nm3
60×30×π/4 nm2
100×60×3 nm3
60×30×π/4 nm2
150×80×3 nm3
80×40×π/4 nm2
0.3
200 µΩ.cm
0.4 V
1.2 nm
0.007
200 7.8e5 A.m-1

The SHE-MTJs are designed in a specific dimension to match with
circuit requirements for providing optimal sensing performance
with one reference (SHE-R).

Read Circuit: The main component of the reading scheme is a pre-charge sense amplifier. To
perform proper sensing operation, the reference SHE-MTJ device (SHER) is designed in a way
that its resistance value in the parallel configuration is between low resistances (RPS ) and high
resistances (RAPS ) of the SHE-1 and SHE-2 cells. Table 4.6 elaborates the required signaling for
performing the write, read, and reset operations.
To verify the functionality of proposed SHE-based FA design, SPICE circuit simulator and SHEMTJ model with parameters mentioned in Table 4.5 are utilized. Figure 4.12 shows the functionality of our proposed SHE-based FA, in which the applied inputs are ABC=“010”.
Write, read, and reset operations are indicated by green, blue, and red colored shading, respectively.
There are three phases for one complete operation cycle of SHE-FA. In phase I, shown in Figure
4.12 (a), write and reset transistors for SHE-1 and SHE-2 are enabled, respectively. The produced
input charge current according to ABC= “010” equals 94 µA, which is smaller than SHE-1 critical
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Table 4.6: Required signaling for 1-bit SHE-based FA.
Operation
WRITE
READ∗
RESET

Device
SHE-1
SHE-2
SHE-1
SHE-2
SHE-R
SHE-1
SHE-2

Signaling
READ= “0”, WR1= SHE1= “1”
WR2= SHE2= SHE1= RD1= READ= “1”
RD1= SHE1= READ = “1”
RD2= SHE1= READ= “1”
READ= “1”
RES1= “1”
RES2= “1”

(∗) When READ is set(”1”), node N2 in Fig. 3 is connected to the
ground via SHE-R, which is in a parallel configuration.
RSHE-1 (P) , RSHE-2 (P) < RSHE-R (P) < RSHE-1 (AP) , RSHE-2 (AP)

current, i.e. IC-SHE1 =108 µA. Thus, the FL magnetization direction of SHE-1 remains in P state.
Simultaneously, the SHE-2 reset transistors generate a 164 µA current amplitude in x-direction,
which can reset SHE-2 to P state in 2.07ns.
Figure 4.12 (b) depicts the second phase of SHE-FA operation including reading SHE-1 and writing SHE-2 devices at the same time. As mentioned above, since the SHE-1 input current for ABC=
010 is not sufficient to switch its states, Cout and Cout equal “0” and “1”, respectively. Therefore,
MN4 and MN5 transistors are ON, and ICout will be generated. Input currents and ICout are accumulated in N4 node, and produce the SHE-2 write current. In this example, the magnitude of the
injected current equals 146 µA, which is greater than SHE-2 critical current, i.e. IC-SHE2 =139 µA.
Thus, the state of the SHE-2 device changes to AP configuration.
In the third phase, the reset and read operations are performed for SHE-1 and SHE-2, respectively.
Due to the difference between the resistances of the SHE-1 and SHE-2 HMs, the produced reset
current for SHE-1 is different from that of the SHE-2. SHE-1 reset current equals 170 µA, which
result in a 1.73 ns delay for the SHE-1 reset operation. In this phase, SHE1 and SHE2 signals are
equal to “0” and “1”, respectively. Thus during the read operation, PCSA senses the state of the
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SHE-2 device that is the SUM output. As mentioned above, SHE-2 was configured to AP state
in the second phase, therefore the output of the PCSA equals “1”. Simulation results including
timing diagram and SHE-MTJs’ magnetization directions are depicted in Figure 4.13, which validates the functionality of our proposed FA for two sets of inputs, ABC= “001” and ABC= “111”.
Propagation delays, produced charge currents, and power consumption for all possible input combinations are listed in Table 4.7. Table 4.8 provides a comparison between our 1-bit SHE-based
FA and previous CMOS-based and MTJ-based 1-bit FAs [106] in terms of delay, area, power consumption, and complexity. The current-mode FAs that are proposed in [96, 108] are excluded from
our comparison. Herein, we have examined the functionality of an n-bit SHE-FA to verify the
concatenatability of our SHE-based FA. Figure 4.14 shows the schematic and timing diagram for
a 4-bit SHE-FA.
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Figure 4.12: SHE-based functionality for input ABC = “010” (a) write and reset operations for
SHE-1 and SHE-2 occurred, respectively, Iinput = 94 µA < IC-SHE1 ; hence, FL of SHE-1 remains in
P state, then (b) read and write operation for SHE-1 and SHE-2 perform simultaneously, in which
injected current through SHE-2 is 146 µA > IC-SHE2 , so FL of SHE-2 changes to AP state, and
finally (c) SHE-1 is reset along with reading SHE-2 state.
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Figure 4.13: Simulation results of 1-bit SHE-based FA for two input sequences, “010” and “111”.

Table 4.7: SHE-based FA Performances for all Input Combinations.
Standard functions
A B
C
0 0
0
0 0
1
0 1
0
0 1
1
1 0
0
1 0
1
1 1
0
1 1
1

ISHE1
(µA)
0
94
94
136
94
136
136
136

Power (µW )
write read
0
14.72
113 14.72
113 14.72
162
12.4
113 14.72
162
12.4
162
12.4
188
12.4

Delay
Cout
write delay
N/A
41 ps
0
N/A
41 ps
0
N/A
41 ps
0
2.25 ns 30 ps
1
N/A
41 ps
0
2.25 ns 30 ps
1
2.25 ns 30 ps
1
1.89 ns 30 ps
1
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ISHE2
(µA)
112
146
146
135
146
135
135
157

Power (µW )
write read
137 14.72
178
12.4
178
12.4
163 14.72
178
12.4
163 14.72
163 14.72
189
12.4

Delay
SUM
write read
N/A
41 ps
0
2.7 ns 30 ps
1
2.7 ns 30 ps
1
N/A
41 ps
0
2.7 ns 30 ps
1
N/A
41 ps
0
N/A
41 ps
0
2.45 ns 30 ps
1

Table 4.8: Comparison of logic-in-memory 1-bit full adder circuits.
Parameter
Delay∗
Dynamic Power†
Static Power
Area
Device Count

CMOS [106]
2.2 ns
2 mW
0.9 nW
333 µm2
42 MOSs

MTJ- based [106]
10.2 ns
2.1 mW
0
315 µm2
34 MOSs + 4 MTJs

developed herein
7 ns
0.71 mW
0
180 µm2
23 MOSs + 3 SHEs

(∗) Total delay including write and read operations.
(†) Dynamic power depends on the number of current paths from VDD to GND,

which is lower in spin-based designs compare to CMOS-only implementation.
To obtain the SUM output for each adder block, Cout of their previous block is required to be
applied as one of the three input signals. Hence, each Cout bit in level n is utilized to obtain, (1)
SUM output in level n, and (2) Cout bit in level n+1. Therefore, the Cout in each level should
remain unchanged for a sufficient duration to ensure the correct operation of an n-bit SHE FA.
This can be achieved by SHE-MTJ devices without any additional energy consumption, due to
their non-volatility feature. The timing limitations are considered in the timing diagram shown in
Figure 4.14. To decrease the propagation delay of an n-bit SHE-FA, the independent operations
are designed to be performed simultaneously. Namely, Cout write operation for the second adder
block is independent of the SUM write operation of the first block, thus both are operated in the
second time step.
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Figure 4.14: Schematic of 4-bit SHE-based FA and its timing diagram.

Power consumption of an n-bit SHE-FA relies on the number of write, read, and reset operations
that are required to be executed for a complete addition cycle. For instance, there are 8 SHEMTJs in a 4-bit SHEFA, thus eight write and reset operations should be performed in a complete
addition operation. Moreover, as shown in Figure 4.14, eleven read operations are performed in
a complete cycle; eight operations to output the SUM and Cout values and three operations for
switching SHE-2 states.
In general, the total propagation delay and power consumption of our proposed n-bit SHE-based
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FA can be calculated using below equations:

Dn-FA = DWRSHE-1 + N × (DWRSHE-2 ) + N × (DSA ) + DRESSHE-2

(4.12)




Pn-FA = 2N × max(PWRSHE-2 ) + 2N × (PRESSHE-1 ) + 2(N-1)+(N+1) × (PRDSHE-1 ) (4.13)

where, N is a number of bits, DWRSHE-1 and DWRSHE-2 are write operation delays of SHE-1 and
SHE-2, respectively. DSA is PCSA delay, and DRESSHE-2 is reset operation delay of SHE-2.
PWRSHE-2 , PRESSHE-1 , and PRDSHE-1 are the power consumption of SHE-2 write, SHE-1 reset, and
SHE-1 read operations, which are the worst case values for each quantity.
Our SHE-based FA was examined using SPICE circuit simulator, which indicated 76% and 32%
improvements in terms of energy consumption and area over the previous spin-based FA, respectively. Due to the scalability and voltage-based operation of our proposed 1-bit SHE-FA, it can be
readily concatenated to constitute an n-bit SHE-based adder or an n-bit SHE-based ALU with the
significantly low area and energy consumption as depicted by the pipeline analysis.
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CHAPTER 5: SPIN-BASED NORMALLY-OFF COMPUTING
APPROACHES

Scaling of MOS devices increases leakage power, becoming an increasingly significant part of the
total energy consumption in a wide range of processor designs [109]. MOS scaling challenges
have inspired considerable advancements in reduced-power datapath designs. Effective techniques
to reduce dynamic energy consumption, such as low-voltage operation, clock gating, and efficient
RTL design have been widely-successful [110, 111, 112]. Nonetheless, an increasing number of
modern smart systems from many-core dies to Internet-of-Things (IoT) components may reside
in various sleep modes for a significant proportion of their lifetime, making the standby power
dissipation of such systems a critical issue, especially under the deep-scaling impacts of CMOS
process technology.
For this reason, various state-of-the-art Normally-off Computing (NoC) techniques have been developed, which provides promising features such as zero standby power consumption during idle
time, instant wake-up time, and resilience to power failure [113, 114, 115, 116]. Hence, nonvolatile
elements including non-volatile memories (NVMs) and non-volatile flip-flops (NV-FFs) have received increasing attention because of their utility in designing an NoC architecture [117, 118].
The NV elements eliminate the otherwise-required boot-up step after sleeping, due to their nonvolatility. Generally, in NV processors, data from all registers are stored in NV-FFs before going
into a deep sleep mode. During sleep mode, no power source is needed. After powering up the
chip, data from NV-FFs is restored and the system resumes its operation. Various hardware-assisted
approaches for normally-off computing have recently been promulgated [109, 110]. For instance,
in [119, 120], all of the conventional FFs are replaced by NV-FFs, while in [109], many small
NV memory arrays are utilized to backup and restore data. Although NV elements offer the de-
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sirable feature of non-volatility, their advantages are achieved at the cost of increased write-power
consumption. Hence, a comprehensive datapath synthesis strategy is essential.
In previous approaches, the roles and costs of the additional middleware and checkpointing operations needed have been prominent [71, 74], as was discussed previously. In addition to the
overheads resulting from the checkpointing operations themselves, existing approaches may suffer
from leakage occurring between the checkpointing operations made to non-volatile backup storage. Namely, the registers and flip-flops within CMOS-only datapaths are volatile, which makes
power-gating challenging [121].
Herein, we develop a new duty-cycle-variable computing approach to facilitate and invigorate
energy-harvesting-powered Internet of Things (IoT) devices. The proposed Elastic Intermittent
Computation (EIC) foundations are advanced from the ground up by extending emerging postCMOS switching elements to realize polymorphic majority-gate logic that is intrinsically-capable
of middleware-coherent, battery-free, intermittent computation without checkpointing, micro-tasking,
or software bloat and energy overheads. The research is initiated with Spin Hall Effect SHE-MG
and SHE-PG cell libraries. Then, a SHE-based Synthesis and Optimization Routine and Tool
(SHE-SORT) is developed to implement Boolean gates and logic circuits based on the developed
libraries. Finally, the NV-Clustering methodology is defined, which utilizes the optimized SHE-PG
and SHE-MG libraries to develop non-volatile datapaths for intermittent-robust energy harvesting
processing units.

NV FFs For Normally-Off Computing

To implement normally-off computing architectures using hardware-based approaches, NV-FFs
fulfill essential roles. They are utilized within power-gated architectures [117, 118, 122] and within
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intermittent computing systems [121, 107, 123], as overviewed in this Section1 .

NV-Assisted Power Gating

Several software/hardware based mechanisms for reducing standby or leakage energy consumption
can directly benefit from the utilization of NV elements. One of the most widely-deployed methods
is power gating, in which supply energy is selectively disabled for idle blocks of system on chip
(SoC) resources via power gating signals. Whereas unprotected power gating results in data loss,
it is necessary to consider data and state maintenance mechanisms, such as retention flip-flops
to rapidly store/restore internal states [109]. Since retention flip-flops are always powered up,
leakage power becomes a central challenge. Hence, the introduction of NV-FFs eliminates the
need for alternatives to virtual VDD/ground grids. A schematic of NV-FFs depicting connections
of the NV element to the volatile CMOS-based flip-flop is shown in Figure 5.1. This includes
conventional CMOS master and slave latches and an NV latch, consisting of NVM as well as
write and read circuitry. When a power gating signal is received, the flip-flop stores its state in
NVM and subsequently becomes dis-connected from VDD/ground. Upon resumption of power,
its contents are restored from NVM. There is extensive research designing NV-FFs using different
NV elements such as STTMRAM (MTJ, SHE) [125, 126], PCRAM [127], ReRAM [128], and
FeRAM [110]. In some of these, a conventional FF is connected to a write circuit to write the state
to an NVM, which is connected to the read component [129].
Whereas, in several designs, a master latch is connected to a write driver in order to write into an
NVM and a read circuit connected between the NVM and a slave latch. To reduce area overhead,
read sensing schemes can be merged with the master or slave latch [130]. However, it results in two
concerns: (1) low sensing cur-rent that reduces operating speed while increasing read disturbance
1

©2018 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from [123, 124]
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probability, and (2) insufficient write current.

Figure 5.1: Block diagram of NV-FFs, (left) modified slave stage, and (right) modified master
stage.

NV-Enabled Intermittent Computing

Another upcoming deployment of NV-FFs is within energy-harvesting systems. Energy-harvestingpowered computing offers intriguing and vast opportunities to dramatically transform the landscape of IoT devices [131] and wireless sensor networks [132]. These devices require greatlyreduced energy consumption, such that they can operate using only ambient sources of light, thermal, or kinetic [21] energy. On the other hand, intermittent behavior can result in disturbances in
the execution of programs, data loss, glitch conditions, and lack of execution progress that may
lead to irregular and unpredictable results [133]. Therefore, there are several software/hardware
-based approaches proposed for tolerating intermittency. In most of them, a check-pointing approach is utilized to ensure the accurate forward progress of computation, whereby any volatile
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execution context is proactively preserved in an NV-FF prior to anticipated periods of power failure. In [75] a software-based model for programming intermittent devices is presented, in which
forward-progress is ensured at the task granularity level. It utilizes idempotent processing concepts to make tasks restartable. In addition to NV-FFs, these systems consist of voltage detection
sensors including capacitor arrays to detect the power failure and also to provide backup energy
after the occurrence of power failure. Meanwhile, critical states of the processor will be partiallyretained. Figure 5.2 shows a block diagram of intermittent-robust systems using NV-FFs, which
are evaluated herein via simulation using SPICE.
The abovementioned general checkpointing-based approach may suffer from internal and external
inconsistencies after each power loss. Internal inconsistency occurs when the execution context
is partially-retained in NVM, while external inconsistency arises when the power failure occurs
between two checkpoints [134]. Moreover, ancillary circuits are needed, such as capacitor arrays
and voltage detection systems, which impose large area overheads, which is a critical challenge for
area-constrained IoT devices. On the other hand, conventional NV-FF/register based designs are
not able to detect power failure, to store and to retain checkpoints without these additional circuits.

Figure 5.2: Overall structure of intermittent resilient architecture.
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SHE-based Majority Gate Cell Library

Based on the previous discussions, the importance of MG and resemblance between MGs functionality and behavior of Spintronics, we develop SHE-based 3- and 5- input MG cell libraries by
which MGs can be cascaded to realize conjunctive/disjunctive Boolean gate realizations. Figure
5.3 (a) and (b) show the schematic of 3-input and 5-input Majority Gates (MGs), respectively,
which are designed using SHE-MTJ devices. Each cell consists of one SHE-MTJ and one PCSA,
namely SHE-MG. Thanks to the PCSA structure, we have two complementary outputs, out and
out, which provides both Majority and minority functions. Since only universal gates can implement any Boolean functions alone, MG-based implementation requires inverters. Whereas, our
SHE-MG cell can implement any Boolean function without the need to use any other gate type.
The results related to reading and switching operations of 3- and 5- input SHE-MGs are illustrated
in Tables 5.1 - 5.3. By affixing one (or two) of the three (or five) input transistors in ON or OFF
states upon demand during the circuit operation, then a 2(or 3)-input OR gate or a 2(or 3)-input
AND gate can be realized, respectively. For instance, the functionalities of 2-input OR and 3-input
AND gates implemented by SHE-MTJ based MGs are validated by SPICE shown in Figure 5.3
(c). These results will be extended to spin-based Polymorphic Gates (PGs) that utilize intra-gate
control to provide a functionally-complete set of Boolean logic expressions.

Table 5.1: Switching results for 3-input SHE-MG.
Inputs
Write Operation
No.†
A B C
Power (µW)
Delay (ns)
0 0 0
1
0.124
0 0 1
3
67.7
0 1 1
3
130.3
2.98
1 1 1
1
187.9
1.91
Average
97.7
2.84
(†)Number of 3-input Boolean expression with the same features.
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Table 5.2: Switching results for 5-input SHE-MG.
Inputs
Write Operation
No.†
A B C D E
Power (µW)
Delay (ns)
0 0 0 0 0
1
0.32
0 0 0 0 1
5
67.2
0 0 0 1 1 10
128.4
0 0 1 1 1 10
185.4
2.22
0 1 1 1 1
5
236.64
1.69
1 1 1 1 1
1
283.68
1.39
Average
154.4
2.11
(†)Number of 5-input Boolean expression with the same features.

Table 5.3: Read operation results for 3- and 5- input SHE-MGs.
Design
SHE-based 3-MG
SHE-based 5-MG

Read “0”
Power Delay
1.64 µW 20 ps
1.35 µW 21 ps

Read “1”
Power Delay
1.28 µW 20 ps
1.53 µW 22 ps

Figure 5.3: (a) SHE-MTJ based 3-input MG, (b) SHE-MTJ based 5-input MG. Simulation results
for (c) 2-input OR logic, and 3-input AND logic using MG3 and MG5, respectively, (d) 3-input
and 5-input SHE-MTJ based MGs.
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Proposed SORT Approach and SHE Technology Library Generation

This section focuses on implementing Boolean gates and logic circuits based on the developed
SHE-based MGs (SHE-MG). To achieve this objective, we develop a SHE-based Synthesis and
Optimization Routine and Tool (SHE-SORT). As shown in Figure 5.4, SHE-SORT is comprised
of two modules: (1) Developed Genetic Algorithm (GA) optimization unit, which realizes a treestructured Boolean expression according to the optimization criterion. The tree structure is constructed of a combination of inverters and MGs with varying numbers of inputs, and (2) Netlist
Generator, which develops a circuit nodal topology according to the generated tree structure of the
target Boolean expression. The SPICE circuit simulation tool leverages the produced optimized
netlist, as well as a SHE device model to validate the functionality and estimate power and delay
metrics of the realized SHE-based Boolean logic circuit.

Figure 5.4: Proposed MG synthesis approach to realize SHE-based Boolean Logic, including SHEMG based gate libraries.
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The netlist generator research emphasizes methods to collapse isomorphic sub-trees into an optimized MG graph, based on the MG device libraries developed. The netlist generator outputs a
SPICE syntax compatible file that can be utilized by circuit simulation toolchain in conjunction
with the SHE model library to synthesize the target Boolean circuit. Hence, this developed GAdriven research synthesis tool utilizes to extract an optimized netlist for standard majority logicbased gate libraries. Our optimization methodology for spin-based NoC circuits is described, as
shown in Figure 5.5. Spin-based components are utilized for storing and computing, whereas
CMOS-based elements are used for implementing logic in storage elements, as well as to conduct
the read operation. Required sensing scheme is provided by PCSA, which generates both output
(OUT) and invert of the output (OUT). Hence, the intrinsic structure of the proposed spin-based
NoC cell includes one MG, which provides a functionally-complete unit. Thus, in our proposed
optimization methodology, the implementation cost of the inverter gate is equal to zero. Our proposed evolutionary approach includes two levels of optimization to reduce the convergence time:
Technology-Dependent Optimization and Performance Optimization.

Figure 5.5: Schematic of the proposed evolutionary approach to realize MG- based NoC circuit.
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Technology-Dependent Optimization

In the first level of the optimization, Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are utilized to optimize the implementation of a Boolean logic expression in terms of area, delay, or power. Although GAs
were selected for the proof-of-concept framework due to their rapid prototyping ability to achieve
multi-objective optimization, extensions are identified subsequently in the following sub-sections.
It leverages the spin-based device characteristics as inputs to achieve a semi-optimized implementation. First, a transforming unit, which is Synthesis Unit 1 (SU1), decomposes a Boolean
expression into its minterms. Then, the generated minterm expression is applied to a mapping and
optimization unit, which is SU2, along with optimization criteria and characteristics of spin-based
building blocks. For instance, in a design with 3-input and 5-input spin- based MGs as building
blocks, first MGs are separately implemented, and their related delay, area, and power consumption are measured. Then, the obtained results are leveraged to define their implementation cost
within the optimization methodology. Finally, the GAs are utilized to optimize a Boolean logic
implementation based on the optimization criteria and the obtained implementation cost of the
spin-based building blocks in SU3.
GAs are biologically-inspired algorithms which are one of the most popular multi-objective tools
due to their ability to empirically explore complex search spaces regardless of their gradient or
higher derivatives to realize suitable designs in a design prototyping environment. As shown in
Figure 5.5, the mapping and optimization unit involves three main steps as explained in the following sequence.
1) Initialization: an initial set of tree-based structures are created, in which each parent can have
three or five random children. Each of the trees is a chromosome and the complete set is called
the initial population. The GA convergence time could be adjusted by the population size and
range chromosome variety. Extending the population size leads to increasing the variety of chro77

mosomes, which is limited to some upper bounds. However, this extension leads to an increase in
the total processing time of GA.
2) Fitness Evaluation: To evolve the population toward better solutions the fitness of each chromosome is evaluated. Therefore, a fitness function is defined to assign a fitness value to the chromosomes. This evaluation is required on several occasions during the operation of the algorithm
including parent selection, and constitution of the next generation population. Herein, the fitness
function is expressed by f (ti ) = N (m, ti )/(lengthof ti )+1/N (r, ti )+1/(numberof gate), where
m is the applied input minterms, N () is a function that calculates the number of minterms in m,
which is implemented by ti tree, and r is the remainder of the minterms that should not be implemented. As it can be seen, the fitness function has an inverse relation with the length of the
tree, which results in producing balanced trees. It enables performing a larger number of parallel
operations at each level leading to power and delay optimized implementations.
3) Replacement: GA generates new offspring(s) from selected parents with a defined probability to
achieve improved solutions to the problem. Herein, the sub-tree has been selected as the crossover
operator, which selects two nodes and exchanges their sub-trees rooted from the selected nodes.
Moreover, a mutation operation is performed by creating randomly generated chromosomes and
exchanging them by a number of randomly selected chromosomes with a specific probability. The
mutation operation is applied to avoid the algorithm being trapped in a local optimum. Tournament
selection has been utilized in order to select the parents for crossover and mutation operators. The
algorithm stops when no improvement in fitness function happens after more than 100 generations.
The output of this mapping and optimization unit is an optimized graph expression, as shown in
Figure 5.6. Algorithm 1 and Figure 5.7(a) illustrate the evolutionary approach leveraged in the
proposed technology-dependent optimization methodology.
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Figure 5.6: Operations of F1 and F2 blocks for AB+C in technology-dependent optimization process.

Power and Delay Optimization

The computational mechanism underlying most spintronic devices is the charge accumulation
mode operation. Therefore, increasing the input current decreases the operation’s delay at the
expense of increased power consumption. As it was mentioned in Section 2, AND/OR gates can
be readily implemented by majority gates, for instance, to realize a 2-input OR (AND) gate, one of
the input transistors of a 3-input MG should be ON (OFF). Therefore, disjunction operator (OR)
has larger power consumption than conjunction operator (AND), due to a higher number of ON
transistors that leads to the higher input current. Since the implementation cost of an inverter is
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equal to zero in our optimization methodology, disjunction operators and conjunction operators can
be replaced according to the well-known De Morgans law without any redundancy cost. Hence, a
third functional unit (SU3) is added to the optimization tool, which replaces the OR (AND) operations by AND (OR)-inverter operations within the logic implementation to reduce power (delay).
Algorithm 2 describes SU3 functionality, which first takes the optimized tree obtained by SU2.
Algorithm 1 Mapping and Optimization Algorithm
1: procedure T RANSFORMING(1)
2:
Input: Boolean Expression (Gate functionality)
3:
Generate truth table of an applied n-input function
4:
Convert Boolean expression to minterms
5:
Output: Minterms expression set
6: end procedure
7: procedure M APPING AND O PTIMIZATION A LGORITHM
8:
Input1 : Generated minterms
9:
Input3 : Optimization criteria (area, delay, power)
10:
Step1: Initialization
11:
Define implementation cost for 3-input MG (M3) and 5-input MG (M5)
12:
Adjust optimization factor based on cost and applied criterion
13:
Generate a pool of tree-based MG functions
14:
Label root with M3 (M5) & add a node with respect to root
15:
Step2: Fitness Evaluation
N (m,ti )
1.0
1.0
+ N (r,t
+ #gate+1
16:
f (ti ) = (length(t
i ))
i )+1
17:
Compute f (ti ) for the constructed tree ti
18:
if progress in f is less than threshold or constraint on the upper limit number of generations
is reached then
19:
Break
20:
end if
21:
Step3: Crossover
22:
P1 , P2 = Randomly select two branches from different trees
23:
if root (P1 ) & root (P2 ) are M3 or M5 then
24:
Replace selected sub-trees with each other
25:
else
26:
Repeat Step3 until reach a leaf then Break
27:
end if
28:
Repeat Step2
29:
Output: Optimized graph expression
30: end procedure
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Algorithm 2 Power Optimization
1: Input: Technology-Dependent Optimized tree (t)
2: procedure PRE ORDER TRAVERSAL ( T )
3:
while t is not NULL do
4:
if t is tree then
5:
x ← root(t)
6:
if x == (M3 or not M3) then
7:
for j in 3 do
8:
pre-order traversal (sub-tree j)
9:
end for
10:
else if x== (M5 or not M5) then
11:
for j in 5 do
12:
pre order traversal (sub-tree j)
13:
end for
14:
end if
15:
else
16:
x ← value(t)
17:
if x==1 then
18:
Update (invert) all children with parent(x)
19:
Select OUT instead of OUT (vice versa) to output
20:
end if
21:
return
22:
end if
23:
end while
24: end procedure
25: Output: Power optimized tree
Then, it executes a pre-order traversal scheme to visit a node, check its value, and update it, recursively. All of the trees or sub-trees with a root labeled M3 or M5 are examined to find any leaf
with value “1”. Then, it replaces “1” with “0” and inverts all of the remaining leaves with the same
parent. Finally, it uses the OUT signal instead of OUT to invert the whole tree or subtree. An
example of a power-optimized implementation of (A+B+C+D) expression and its corresponding
normalized simulation results are shown in Figure 5.7(b) and Figure 5.7(d), respectively.
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Area Optimization

In the proposed NoC architecture each MG node requires one PCSA. Therefore, the number
of PCSAs required for each layer depends on the number of MG nodes existing in that nonvolatile spintronic layer. On the other hand, PCSAs can be shared between different non-volatile
spintronic layers. Thus, the number of PCSAs required for implementing an NoC circuit is
equal to the maximum number of MG nodes utilized in any non-volatile spintronic layer. However, According to the fitness function described previously, trees with balanced structure have
larger fitness value. Although the balanced tree structure, e.g. shown in Design I of Figure
5.7(c), provides an optimized implementation in term of delay or power consumption, it requires
a larger number of PCSAs due to having more MG nodes in second layer leading to higher
area overhead. Hence, for area optimization we have modified the fitness function to f (ti ) =
N (m, ti )/(lengthof ti ) + 1/N (r, ti ) + 1/(numberof gate) + 1/(nM G + 1), where nM G is the
maximum number of PCSAs in the implemented design. The procedure leveraged a breadth-first
search technique to find the maximum number of MGs in one level. Therefore, the optimization
methodology creates an unbalanced tree with less number of MG nodes in each layer as shown
in Design II of Figure 5.7(c). Thus, only a single PCSA is required to implement the A(B+CD)
Boolean expression, which results in decreased area consumption while increasing delay, as shown
in Figure 5.7(d). This is caused by the increased sequential operations required to deliver the output
of each logic layer to the next one.

Simulation Results

In this section, we have leveraged our proposed optimization methodology to implement a functionallycomplete set of Boolean logic gates using SHE-MTJ, as a proof-of-concept for an optimized spinbased NoC circuit design. Herein, the developed SHE-MTJ cells are utilized to implement stan82

dard functions. In accordance with Figure 5.3, PMOS transistors are leveraged to produce the
input charge currents, while a PCSA is used to sense the SHE-MTJs’ states. The dimensions of
the 3-input (5-input) SHE-MG is designed in a manner such that at least two (three) out of the
three (five) input transistors should be ON to produce a current amplitude greater than the critical
current of SHE-MTJ. Switching the 5-input SHE-MG requires a larger number of ON transistors
leading to higher input charge current which increases the power consumption, while decreasing
switching delay [135].
To implement spin-based NoC cells, the 3-input and 5- input SHE-MGs are defined as functional
blocks and their characteristics are applied to the optimization tool. The proposed evolutionary approach is leveraged to implement a functionally-complete set of Boolean logic gates. For each of
the Boolean functions, power and area optimization resulted in an identical implementation, while
the delay optimization generated a different implementation. As listed in Table 5.4, there is a higher
number of “0” inputs in power-optimized structures, while delay-optimized implementations include more “1” inputs. This is achieved by the performance optimization method introduced in
Section 3, which leads to smaller input current for power-optimized and larger input current for
delay-optimized implementations. Moreover, Figure 5.8 exhibits the normalized power dissipation
and delay for selected 2-input to 6- input Boolean logic circuits, which are implemented using the
proposed power-optimization and delay-optimization paradigms. The results verify the efficiency
of our optimization methodology for NoC circuit implementations.
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Figure 5.7: (a) technology-dependent optimization for F= A.B.C.D, (b) power optimization for F=
A+B+C+D, (c) area optimization for F= A(B+CD), and (d) comparison results for Designs in (b)
and (c).
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Figure 5.8: Normalized results for (a) power consumption, and (b) delay leveraging two optimization approaches.
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Table 5.4: Optimized implementation of the functionally-complete set of Boolean logic gates using SHE-MGs.
Efficiency Criteria

Standard Functions

Power∗

Delay

1. A.B (or A.B)
2. A+B (or A + B)

M(A,B,0)
M(A, B, 0)

M(A, B, 1, 0, 1)
M(A,B,0,1,1)

3. A.B+A.B (or A.B+A.B)
4. A.B.C (or A.B.C)
5. A+B+C (or A + B + C)
6. (A.B) + C
7. (A + B).C
8. A.C+B.C
9. A.B+B.C+A.C
10. A⊕B⊕C

M(M(A, B, 0), M(B, A, 0), 0)
M(A,B,C,0,0)
M(A, B, C, 0, 0)
M(A,B,C,C,0)
M(A, B, C, C, 0)
M(M(A, C, 0)M(0,B,C),C)
M(A,B,C)
M(M(A,B,C),C,M(B, A, C))

M(M(A, B, A, B, 1), B, M(A, B, B, 1, A), B, 1)
M(A, B, C, 1, 1)
M(A,B,C,1,1)
M(A, B, C, C, 1)
M(A, B, C, C,1)
M(A,B,M(B, C, A, 1, 1),M(1,B,1,A,C),C)
M(A,B,C,1,0)
M(A,M(A, B, C, 0, 1),B,C, M(A, B, C, 0, 1))

11.
12.
13.
14.

A.B.C.D (or A.B.C.D)
A+B+C+D (or A + B + C + D)
(A.B + C + D)
(A + B).C.D

M(D,0,M(A,B,D,C,0))
M(B, 0, M(A, B, C, D, 0))
M(C,0,M(A,B,D,D,0))
M(0, C, M(A, B, D, D, 0))

M(A, D, 1, 1, M(A, B, C, D, 1))
M(C,1,M(C,B,A,1,D),B,B)
M(C, D, 1, 1, M(A, B, D, C, 1))
M(M(A, B, C, D, 1), C, D, 1, 1)

15.
16.
17.
18.

(A.B + C.D)
(A + B).(C + D)
(A.B + C.D + E)
(A + B).(C + D).E)

M(M(A, B, 0),M(C, D, 0),0)
M(M(A, B, 0),B,M(0,C,D))
M(M(A, B, E),0,M(C, D, E, E, 0))
M(M(A, B, E), 0, M(C, D, E, E, 0))

M(C, M(1, 1, 0, A, B), M(1, C, D, A, B), D, 1)
M(A,B,B,M(B, B, C, D, 1),M(A,B,C,D,1))
M(E,E,1,M(B, A, E, E, E),M(C,1,D,E,E))
M(E,E,1,M(C, D, E, 1, E),M(B,A,E,E,E))

19. (A.B + C.D + E.F)

M(M(A, B, 0), M(C, D, 0), M(E, F, 0),0,0)

M(M(A, B, 1), M(C, D, 1), M(E, F, 1), 1, 1)

20. (A + B).(C + D).(E + F)

M(0, M(A, B, 0), M(C, D, 0), 0, M(E, F, 0))

M(1,M(A, B, 1), M(1, C, D), 1, M(E, 1, F))

21. (A + B + C).(D + E + F)
M(M(A, B, C, 0, 0), 0, M(D, E, F, 0, 0))
(∗) Power and area optimization resulted in an identical implementation.

M(0,1,M(A, B, C, 1, 1), 1, M(D, E, F, 1, 1))

NV-Clustering Design Methodology

Herein, we develop a standardized methodology to synthesize optimized NV architectures, which
is referred to as NV-Clustering2 . NV-Clustering selectively collects together compatible Boolean
logic functions and state holding functions, as depicted in Figure 5.9. It utilizes: (1) LE-FFs as NV
storage elements that also serve as computational elements, (2) a methodology for utilizing the
developed cells to achieve robust intermittent operation, and (3) a constraint-based optimization
step considering area, power, and delay to realize a preferred NV-enhanced datapath design.

Figure 5.9: Optimized NV implementation methodology diagram.

2

©2018 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from [123].
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Logic-Embedded FF (LE-FF) Design

Based on the explanation of the operation of spintronic devices in Section 2, the unifying computational mechanism underlying MTJ-based devices is an accumulation-mode operation that enables
the realization of Majority Gates (MG) as basic computational building blocks. In an n-input
MTJ-based MG (MTJ-MG), the device is designed such that when at least (n-1)/2 of the inputs
are asserted to logic 1 (ON), then a switching current greater than the critical current is produced.
A pre-charge sense amplifier (PCSA) [136] is utilized to sense the state of the MTJs, which generates both the output and the inverted output (output). Therefore, MTJ-MG cells can provide a
functionally-complete set of Boolean logic expressions. Since an MTJ-MG functional block is an
NV element, it can retain a value similar to a clocked FF. Hence, our proposed LE-FF is composed
of a spin MG-based master latch and a CMOS-based slave latch, as shown in Figure 5.10(a). The
LE-FF is comprised of a master latch realized by a SHE-MTJ NV device, a slave latch, and a
PCSA. A LE-FF has three different modes: store mode, in which the write operation to NVM is
performed; standby mode, in which the power is disabled; and sense mode, in which the stored
data in NVM is read. After power-up, the data is restored into the slave latch. Therefore, due to its
non-volatility, the entire design can be power gated without incurring vulnerability to the datapath.
It is able to compute operation and also store value during the first cycle, whereas the output, Q, is
propagated during the second cycle.
Our proposed LE-FF has two significant features in comparison to the previously presented NVFF designs: (a) in addition to storing a value with nearly-zero standby power, similar to the other
NV-FFs, the LE-FF design is capable of computing rudimentary Boolean expressions intrinsically,
resulting in area, complexity, and power reduction. For instance, by affixing one (or two) of the
three (or five) input transistors to ON or OFF states upon demand during the circuit operation,
then a 2(or 3)-input OR gate or a 2(or 3)-input AND gate can be realized, respectively. Figure
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5.10(b) shows a 2-input OR which is connected to an NV-FF and its equivalent implementation
using LE-FF. Table 5.5 summarizes all possible Boolean expression, which can be implemented
using 3- and 5- input LE-FFs. Their implementation capacities might be enhanced by leveraging
larger MGs. Moreover, (b) by using LE-FFs, the implemented designs have lower sensitive time
to power failures. It is determined by the duration of signal propagation between two NV elements
including: (1) input registers and an NV-FF, (2) two NV-FFs, or (3) an NV-FF and output registers,
in which if a power failure occurred, data will be lost and rebooting required. Figure 5.11 depicts
all three possible durations. The vulnerability interval is expressed by equation 5.1:

ts = tW R + tRD + tD

(5.1)

where, tW R is the write operation time for the NV element, tRD is the switching time of CMOSbased latches, e.g. a master latch, and tC is the required time for combinational circuits before
storing into NV-FFs, as shown in Figure 5.11. In a datapath, the summation of all obtained sensitive time is considered as a design vulnerability time (DVT), which implies that a design with
a smaller DVT provides higher tolerance to power failure. Hence, replacing cones of gates and
NV-FFs by LE-FFs will reduce DVT, increasing failure robustness, which improves redundant
restart efficiency. In order to design optimized NV architectures using the proposed LE-FF, there
is a need to develop a systematic methodology, which incorporates all LE-FF features to design
power-failure tolerant architectures. The developed approach leverages the maximum capability
of LE-FFs in terms of replacement and implementation steps.
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Table 5.5: Boolean Expressions using 3 and 5 -input MGs.
Majority
Gate

Inputs
Equivalent
A B C D E
Functionality
a b c - 3-input MG
3-input MG a b 0 - 2-input AND gate*
a b 1 - 2-input OR
a b c d e
5-input MG
a b c 0 0
3-input AND gate
5-input MG a b c 1 1
3-input OR gate
a b c c 0
OAI21
a b c c 1
AOI21
*It generates both out and invert of the out, i.e. AND and NAND.

Figure 5.10: (a) Schematic of proposed MG-based LE-FF, and (b) different implementations using
NV-FF (top), and proposed LE-FF (bottom).

Figure 5.11: All three sensitive time durations for (a) NV-FF based implementation, and for (b)
proposed implementation approach, in which C1(b) < C1(a).
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NV-Clustering Methodology

In this subsection, we define the proposed NV-Clustering methodology. It takes a hardware description language (HDL) representation of a datapath and MG-based gate modules as its inputs
and produces an optimized NV-enhanced datapath.
The proposed methodology was constructed in Python, according to the control flow illustrated
in Algorithm 3. Its three primary procedures are: (1) find gate(X) which finds a gate generating the output X, (2) find input(Y) which finds all the primary inputs of gate Y, and (3)
check(Z) which validates correctness according to the following circuit-level criteria regarding
gate list Z :
Criterion#1: All gates in list Z are implemented by exactly one LE-FF. Rationale: Whereas each
LE-FF requires one clock cycle for computation and to ensure the functional correctness of the
design, the list Z including a cone of combinational logic gates and a master latch has a tight bound
to occur within one clock cycle. Hence, the use of more than one MG for complex functions could
increase the propagation delay enough to violate timing constraints. Hence, all elements in the list
should be implemented using one LE-FF.
Criterion#2: Fan-out of every gate in list Z cannot exceed one. Rationale: Whereas LE-FFs realize
sequential designs, which implies outputs are obtained after a delay of two clock cycles, one for
computation/storing (master layer), and one for reading (slave layer). If a computational circuit
connects to more than one gate, then two gates which are driven, require output1 and output2 as
their inputs without any delay. Therefore, implementing a clockless design is permitted iff the
combinational function has fan-out of one that is driven into a single sequential block.
In addition to the abovementioned conditions, two more crucial considerations will be checked:
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Criterion#3: An item in the input list should not be a primary input. Rationale: If the input port is
one of the primary inputs of design, it cannot be an output of a gate; hence, it is removed from the
input list.
Criterion#4: The item should not be an FF’s output. Rationale: If the FFs output is in the input list,
the possible cone-gates contain two FFs that requires two clock cycles instead of one, which causes
a timing violation. Hence, the input is removed from the list. Therefore, due to the timing criterion,
each of the cone-gates should include only one FF and one (several) combinational gate(s).
If all criteria are satisfied, then a cone of gates including all gates connected to an FF is replaced
by exactly one LE-FF. Otherwise, the FF is replaced by a logic-free NV-FF. Then, the HDL code
is updated based on the changes. These steps are performed for all FFs in the candidate design.
Finally, the optimized HDL code is produced.
To exemplify the functionality of the proposed methodology, the s27 circuit from the ISCAS-89
benchmark is analyzed, as shown in Figure 5.12(a). The following steps are performed:
1) All FFs are listed, FF list = {FF#1, FF#2, FF#3}
For FF#1:
STEP 1. create cone (FF#1) is invoked. Next, find input (FF#1) only returns X1 as primary inputs and neglects the clock input. Thus, it satisfies both C3 and C4 conditions. This implies
input list = {X1}.
STEP 2. List of inputs has only one item. The find gate (X1) function returns INV1, in which
X1 is its output. The cone gates list is updated with INV1, thus cone gates = {INV1}.
STEP 3. The function check (cone gates) returns TRUE because INV1 satisfies criteria C1 and
C2. Therefore, INV1 is retained in the cone.
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STEP 4. Function create cone (INV1) is invoked which performs all steps 1, 2, and 3. The
find input(INV1) returns X2, after checking criteria. Next, input list is updated to {X2}.
Thus, find gate(X2) returns OAI21 gate, which is appended in the cone gates list as {INV1,
OAI21}. Meanwhile, check(cone gates) is still TRUE, whereas all gates can be implemented by
one MG, simultaneously and each gate has fan out of one. Thus, create cone(OAI21) is invoked.
STEP 5. Invoking create cone(OAI21) implies that input list equals to {X3, X4, X5}.
Meanwhile, X3 violates the C4 condition corresponding to the output of the FF, so it is removed
from the input list. Moreover, X4 violates the C3 condition, the primary input of the circuit,
thus input list=X5. Accordingly, find gate(X5) returns INV2, thus the revised set of
cone gates= {INV1, OAI21, INV2}. Since cone gates satisfies C1 and C2 criteria, check(cone gates)
returns TRUE. Hence, create cone(INV2) is invoked.
STEP 6. Invocation of create cone(INV2) generates input list=X6. However, X6 violates
criterion C3. Then cone gates returns to the main procedure. If its cardinality exceeds one,
then the replaceable combinational gates are specified in cone gates while the FF is replaced
by a LE-FF. Otherwise, the FF is replaced by a conventional NV-FF. In this case, the HDL code
becomes updated accordingly.
For FF#2:
STEP 1. Initially, create cone(FF#2) is invoked, thus find input(FF#2) returns Y1, which
satisfies criteria C3 and C4. Accordingly, input list = {Y1}.
STEP 2. The find gate(Y1) function returns NOR1. The cone gates set is updated such that
cone gates=NOR1.
STEP 3. The function check(cone gates) returns TRUE whereas NOR1 satisfies criteria C1 and
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C2. Therefore, NOR1 is retained in the cone.
STEP 4. Function create cone(NOR1) is invoked such that input list={Y2,Y3}. However, Y2
and Y2 violate criteria C2 whereas both gates fan-out of 2. Thus, cone gates is returned to the
main procedure and because it is non-null, whereby the FF and NOR gates become replaced by
LE-FF. The HDL code is updated accordingly.
For FF#3:
STEP 1. Procedure create cone(FF#3) is invoked resulting in find input(FF#3) returning
Z1. It violates criterion C2. Thus, cone gates is returned to the main procedure, and because
of an empty list, the FF is replaced by a conventional NV-FF. Whereas FF list is empty, it outputs
the optimized HDL code. The optimized schematic for s27 is shown in Figure 5.12(b), which is
discussed below.
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Figure 5.12: (a) s27 schematic with highlighted FFs, and (b) optimized LE-FF based design after
NV-Clustering.
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Simulation Results

In this Section, performance characteristics, including power, delay, and area of NV-Clustering are
elaborated. First, non-volatile SHE-MTJ-based MG libraries were constructing using our model
developed as a case study. The circuit implementation of a 3-input SHE-based LE-FF is depicted
in Figure 5.13(a). It consists of an NV master latch comprised of the write circuitry, one SHE-MTJ
as an NV element, as well as a PCSA, and a CMOS-based slave latch. LE-FF functionality is
verified by circuit simulation using the SPICE for outputs depicted in Figure 5.13(b). First, the
state of SHE-MTJ is in the parallel (P) configuration. The applied inputs ABC= “001” produces
charge current equals | − 56| µA, which is smaller than SHE-MTJ critical current, i.e., ICritical =108
µA. Thus, the free layer (FL) magnetization direction of the SHE component remains in the P
state, which in the next cycle, denotes binary 0 as an output of the slave latch. Then, the input
is set to “111”. The generated current is equal to 196 µA, which results in changing the FL state
from a P state to an anti-parallel (AP) state, and thus, the slave latch outputs one in the next cycle.
The third and fourth cycles show its functionality in the presence of power failure and power-up
situations, respectively. Due to the non-volatility of the design, the FL configuration remains AP,
which verifies the desired forward progress of the designs operation while supporting intermittent
operation.
We developed 3-input and 5-input LE-FF libraries, which contain a functionally-complete set of
Boolean logic gates. The generated libraries are utilized in a commercial synthesis tool, i.e. Synopsys design compiler, to map the produced optimized HDL code to a LE-FF based design. For
instance, Table 5.6 summarizes the comparison results for CMOS-based and two different nonvolatile implementations of the s27 circuit. It includes 3 FFs and 9 gates including inverters.
NV-Clustering achieves better performance based on metrics of power and area overhead, DVT,
and complexity as measured using gate count. The DVT of LE-FF implementation exhibits a
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reduced DVT compared to conventional NV-FF realization. This is because NV-Clustering reduces
the tC component in Equation (1), while tRD is equal to the access time of the slave latch alone.
Whereas in the conventional NV-FF based design, tRD is calculated for both CMOS-based master
and slave latches. Generally, for NV-Clustering, tRD is always less than that of an NV-FF-based
design. In the worst case scenario where no clustering is performed then it is reasonable to assume
an identical DVT for either realization of the datapath. In other cases, LE-FF based realizations
achieve a reduced DVT.

Table 5.6: Gate Counts for s27 Benchmark Circuit.
s27 Design

Power (µW )

Gate count

Area (µm2 )

DVT

CMOS-based

1.45

9

23.33

N/A

NV-FF-based

18.6

9

24.70

359

LE-FF based

16.7

5

20.90

315

In the following sub-section, the developed libraries are leveraged to implement large scale benchmarks (ISCAS-89, ITC-99, and MCNC) in order to validate the functionality and performance of
the NV-Clustering.
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Figure 5.13: Circuit-level design of proposed 3-input SHE-based LE-FF, and (b) transient response
for three different input ABC= “001”, “111”, and “000” in presence of power failure. Three
different modes are shown: (1) store mode, (2) standby mode, and (3) sense mode.

Area Analysis

The gate counts and area performance of the ISCAS-89, ITC-99, and MCNC benchmarks with and
without NV-Clustering are provided in Table 5.7 and Figure 5.14, respectively.
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Table 5.7: NV-Clustering Gate Equivalent Reduction.
ISCAS 89
s27
S298
S349
S400
S420
S526
S820
S838
S1196
S1423
S15850
S38584
ITC-99
b02
b05
b09
b10
b11
b12
b13
b14
MCNC
bigkey
clma
dsip
sbc

Gate Equivalent
Baseline NV-Clustering
10
8
119
49
161
102
164
144
218
152
193
83
289
259
446
329
529
459
657
396
9772
8942
19253
12504

Circuit Function

Latch

Improvement %

Logic
PLD
4-bit Multiplier
TLC
Fractional Multiplier
TLC
PLD
Fractional Multiplier
Logic
Logic
Logic
Logic

3
8
15
21
16
21
5
32
18
74
534
1426

FSM recognizes BCD
Elaborate the CM
Serial-to-serial converter
Voting system
Scramble string
Guess a sequence
I/F to sensors
Viper processor

4
34
28
17
31
121
53
245

22
861
129
155
437
904
266
4444

15
718
100
124
393
761
198
4112

32
17
22
20
10
16
25
8

Key Encryption
Bus Interface
Encryption Circuit
Bus Controller

221
33
224
28

2383
5763
744
490

2172
5314
714
417

9
8
4
15

20
59
36
12
30
57
10
26
13
40
8
35

Herein, all building blocks including functional and buffer components, except FFs, are counted
as a gate-equivalent. Whereas no gates are clustered with an NV-FF realization, its number of
gate-equivalents is identical to a CMOS-only realization. Meanwhile, NV-Clustering leverages
MGs, which can implement one (or a set of) Boolean function (s). For instance, benchmark circuit
s1423 has 657 gates, which is reduced to approximately 60% of the original number of gates, 396,
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in the LE-FF implementation. This improvement leads to a reduction in area consumption and
routing complexity. Figure 5.14 depicts the total area of benchmarks including the interconnection, combinational, and sequential components regarding these different implementations. As is
mentioned above for combinational circuits, NV-FF and CMOS implementations occupy a similar
area. However, from a sequential point of view, implementing NV-FFs and LE-FFs requires additional peripheral circuits such as write and read circuits, which can incur area overhead. Hence,
the NV-FF implementation occupied the largest area among the implementations. On the other
hand, a reduction in the equivalent gate count decreases the area of both combinational and interconnection components. Owing to the back-end process vertical integration of spintronic devices,
the area of NV elements can be greatly reduced, hence LE-FF implementations indicate the least
area consumption. As shown in Figure 5.14, the area overhead of ISCAS-89, ITC-99, and MCNC
benchmarks using LE-FF average 15%, 10%, and 5%, respectively, area reduction over NV-FF
realization.

Figure 5.14: Normalized area consumption compared to CMOS-based implementations for different benchmarks.
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Power Analysis

Herein, the power consumption of ISCAS-89, ITC-99, and MCNC benchmarks using NV-FF and
LE-FF are analyzed. Figure 5.15 depicts the power consumption regarding the combinational
blocks. Generally, our implementations depict a good amount of power reduction for all benchmarks. However, due to the constraints in implementing large logic functions using three and five
input MGs, in some benchmarks such as dsip, the differences between the two implementations
are insignificant. Although this issue can be readily addressed by developing larger MGs with a
higher number of inputs, increasing the number of inputs also increases the complexity of the MG.
Figure 5.15 depicts an average of 22%, 13%, and 5% power reduction using the NV-Clustering
average for ISCAS-89, ITC-99, and MCNC benchmarks, respectively.
The total power dissipation for a few ISCAS-89 benchmark circuits including the interconnections,
combinational, and sequential blocks are shown in Figure 5.16. Because NV elements within
the sequential designs consume much more power than combinational circuits, the total power
improvement of NV-Clustering over the previous NV implementations are reduced, especially in
the designs with a larger number of FFs.
To address this issue, a state checking block can be designed within an FF. It is composed of four
transistors, which compares the new input of an FF with the stored value in the NV element. If
the values are equal, the applied input is neglected and no write operation is required. Hence,
the number of write operations might be decreased. Because write power for Spintronics is much
larger than power dissipation of the additional transistors, the overall power consumption will be
reduced. Otherwise, if the values are different, the FF operates as previously described. It is worth
noting that although the total power consumption might be decreased, the delay should remain
unchanged to provide correct functionality. Moreover, because of this additional circuitry, new
designs will occupy more area in comparison with the previous designs. Therefore, there is a
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trade-off between power and area consumption.

Figure 5.15: Normalized power dissipation compared to NV-FF. Results based on realization of
combinational components.

Figure 5.16: Total power consumption for selected ISCAS-89 circuits.
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Delay Analysis

In this Section, the delay of LE-FF circuits with NV-FF implementations for different benchmark
categories are compared. The optimized RTL Verilog HDL codes for the benchmarks are synthesized using a Synopsys Design Compiler, and then worst-case timing paths are obtained through
applying STA on compiled netlists using Synopsys PrimeTime. The obtained results regarding
benchmarks are shown in Figure 5.17. As it can be seen, the delay is directly proportional to
the number of combinational components. It means that if the number of FFs is minimal and the
number of replaced combinational blocks is maximum, then the delay is reduced to the greatest
possible extent. It is worth noting, that the obtained results herein are at the gate level, and physical
design parameters are not considered. As shown in Figure 5.17, the delay reduction for selected
ISCAS-89, ITC-99, and MCNC benchmarks using NV-Clustering average 14%, 11%, and 4%,
respectively, over NV-FF.

Figure 5.17: Normalized delay compared to NV-FF based implementations for different benchmarks.
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Resumption Overhead

In energy harvesting systems, the power supply has a limited capacity. On one hand, in a CMOSbased design, if the system is powered down, then volatile memories lose data and up to a few
milliseconds [137] is necessary to restore information after a new power-up. Furthermore, this
charge/discharge cycle, which is an intrinsic characteristic of energy harvesting devices, may occur hundreds of times per second. It means the system might consume its entire power supply
capacity to restore to the initial states. On the other hand, although NV-FF and LE-FF implementations provide power failure tolerant designs, the required power consumption of write operations
for non-volatile elements remains an issue. Hence, due to the capacity limitation of power supplies in addition to the aforementioned issues, various conditions should be considered in order
to choose between CMOS-based or NV-based implementations. Two of the main conditions are:
(1) a total number of completed operations, and (2) power failure rate. According to the equalPm
ity ConstantP owerSupply =
i ni × Pi , where, m is the total number of operations, n is
the number of operation i, and P is the required power consumption of operation i, in a low/free
power failure situation, volatile CMOS-based implementations perform more operations than nonvolatile based designs. However, in the environment with a high occurrence rate of power failure,
the number of completed tasks for CMOS is excessively reduced, which degrades the overall system performance. Since the power supply capacity and power consumption of each operation are
constant, the usage of an NV approach is affordable if the power failure rate is relatively high,
which can disable CMOS-based designs functionalities.
Due to the abovementioned conditions, there are two potential scenarios to be considered. Scenario #1 corresponds to the case when intermittency is absent, in which power failure did not
occur during the processing interval under observation. Scenario #2 represents the case in which
intermittency is present. Considering Scenario #1, the application of MTJs in memory device
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applications [138, 139], the retention time, τ = τ0 exp(∆/kT ), is arranged to be 10-15 years by
choosing a thermal barrier, ∆, between 40-60 kT. On the other hand, the critical spin-current is
linearly proportional to the thermal barrier, ∆. Thus, for applications herein that do not require
retention times of years, we investigate via simulation the reduction of the thermal barrier of nanomagnets by means of uniaxial anisotropy, in addition to other possibilities such as lowering their
volume or their saturation magnetization. This ultimately reduces the charge currents that are required for write operation, which can result in significant energy improvement due to the quadratic
relationship between the Ohmic (I2 R) losses and the input write currents. In this chapter, LE-FFs
using SHE-MTJ devices with 30kT energy barriers are investigated that can achieve retention times
ranging from minutes to hours, while providing at least 50% energy reduction.
Figure 5.18 shows the power-delay-product (PDP) values for the two scenarios. In the intermittencyabsent condition, the obtained PDP results for CMOS-based designs are relatively lower than the
other implementations because of the high speed/low power switching of CMOS. Whereas in the
intermittency-present scenario for various ISCAS-89, ITC-99, and MCNC benchmark circuits, the
results exhibit an average of 14%, 12%, and 4% PDP improvements, respectively, for LE-FF (∆=
40kT) based designs compared to NV-FF based implementations. Further PDP improvements can
be achieved by using low energy barrier SHE-MTJ devices (∆= 30kT) within LE-FFs at the cost
of smaller retention times. However, in the energy-harvesting-powered IoT devices, retention time
in the range of days and hours could be sufficient to achieve proper functionality. Thus, leveraging
SHE-MTJ devices with 30kT energy barrier in intermittency occurred situations, provides up to
12%, 48% and 39% average PDP improvements compared to CMOS-based designs, NV-FF based
designs, and LE-FF based implementations with SHE-MTJ devices having ∆= 40kT, respectively,
without incurring any area overhead. It is worth noting, that the results provided herein are obtained at the gate level and physical design parameters are not considered within the document
space available.
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Algorithm 3 NV-Clustering Methodology
1: procedure M A I N ()
2:
Input: Hardware Description Language (HDL) code
3:
Output: optimized HDL code
4:
find all FFs and update FF list
5:
for FF in FF list do
6:
if size (create cone (FF)) ¿ 1 then
7:
replace cone gates by MG FF
8:
else
9:
replace cone gates by NV FF
10:
end if
11:
update HDL code
12:
end for
13: end procedure
14: procedure C R E A T E C O N E ()
15:
Input: a combinational gate, i.e. G
16:
Output: list of gates connected to a FF, i.e. cone gates
. return list of G’s input
17:
input list = find input (G)
18:
for item in input list do
19:
if criterion #3 or criterion #4 is violated then
20:
input list.remove (item)
21:
end if
22:
end for
23:
for item in input list do
. return gate with item as its input
24:
tmp gate = find gate (item)
25:
cone gates.append (tmp gate)
26:
if check (cone gates) then
27:
create cone (tmp gate)
28:
else
29:
cone gates.remove (tmp gate)
30:
end if
31:
end for
32:
return cone gates
33: end procedure
34: procedure C H E C K ()
35:
Input: cone of gates
36:
Output: Boolean expression
37:
if criterion #1 or criterion #2 is violated then
38:
return FALSE
39:
end if
40:
return TRUE
41: end procedure
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Figure 5.18: Normalized PDP compared to NV-FF based implementations for intermittency-absent and intermittency-present
scenarios.
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CHAPTER 6: SECURE INTERMITTENT-ROBUST POLYMORPHIC
GATE-BASED DESIGN

Secure Intermittent-Robust Computation for IoT Devices

Advancing beyond previous intermittent processors that utilize non-volatile memory (NVM) resources, which are distinct from the processing datapath, we propose the SIRC computing architecture based on spintronic devices leveraging their inherent non-volatility within the logic datapath
itself, while avoiding the energy overhead of intermittent check-pointing, routine data exchange
between tasks, and datapath pipeline registers. Thus, the intermittent operation can be intrinsically
supported without the burden of additional circuitry or software-based task decomposition. In
the case of unpredictable power interruption, the instantaneous condition of all processor internal
states will remain within its own datapath without the need to reload all the previous operands to
help mitigate power charging and spoofing vulnerabilities.
One promising beyond CMOS technology, which has non-volatility, is Spintronics. Moreover, the
unifying computational mechanism underlying all of the Magnetic Tunnel Junction (MTJ)-based
devices is the accumulation-mode operation that enables the realization of Polymorphic Gates (PG)
as basic computational building blocks. PGs provide a functionally-complete set of Boolean logic
expressions due to their intra-gate control, and can realize intermittent robust circuits that are the
fundamental building blocks of the SIRC architecture. Figure 6.1(a) depicts the SIRC architecture
at the system block level. It consists of a pool of NV-PGs, which are connected to input, output, and
control signals, as well as sensitive NVM (low energy barrier), and NVM containing the encrypted
nodes information. In Figure 6.1(b), SIRC operates as a 2-bit NV Full Adder (NV-FA), whereas,
Figure 6.1(c) illustrates a 2-bit NV Multiplier (NV-M) by only adjusting control signals, which alter
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the PGs’ functions without any additional device overhead within the computational unit. NV-PGs
can be cascaded to realize conjunctive or disjunctive Boolean gate realizations. By affixing one
(or two) of the three (or five) input signals to ON or OFF states on demand during the circuit
operation, then a 2(or 3)-input OR gate or a 2(or 3)-input AND gate can be realized, respectively.
Both 3 and 5input NV-PGs are implemented and validated by SPICE circuit simulations using our
model developed in [140, 141].

Figure 6.1: (a) SIRC computation pool of NV-MGs, (b) NV-FA arrangement using 3-MG and
5-MG, and (c) 2-bit NVM multiplier.

Vulnerabilities under Charging Attacks

In energy-harvested IoT devices, one of the most significant classes of attacks is a charging attack
[142]. In wireless power transfer networks, it is assumed that several mobile and fixed Power
Transmitters (PTs) and SIRC-embedded devices, which are considered as Power Receivers (PRs),
communicate with each other. The attacker’s goal is to decrease the efficiency of PTs, which results
in the degradation or interruption of the system functionality. In general, a power transfer channel
has some significant attributes that differ from a data communication channel. Therefore, possible
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attacks against the SIRC architecture can be partitioned into two sub-categories: energy attacks
and data (information) attacks.
a) Energy Attack: There are two potential scenarios to be considered. Scenario One: malicious
PR nodes generate unnecessary energy requests and send false responses and feedback to the PT
node (global power source), which results in decreasing efficiency of the overall power of a nonambient source. In such environments, the malicious receiver nodes send charging requests in
a compressed period, which cause other viable nodes to receive reduced or insufficient power
for their store/computation operations. In this scenario, the attacker counterfeits its energy state.
Scenario Two: a malicious PR node counterfeits or feigns the role of a PT. It emits radio frequency
waves with the same frequency as the PT, but with different phase. Hence, the energy harvesting at
the victim PRs could potentially be modified, or the attacker forms a cooperative relationship with
victim PRs.
b) Data Attack: A plethora of data attacks have been identified in the literature [143, 144]. Herein,
the scope of data attacks focuses on those relating to power information. A common power-related
information attack is a spoofing attack. In wireless power transfer networks, different types of
energy-related data such as energy state, energy outage, signature, etc. will be broadcasted between
PRs and PTs. In this scenario, an attacker (malicious node) can eavesdrop on the data of the other
PRs or even PTs and utilize the captured information to decrease and/or collapse throughput of
the network. In this case, three possible scenarios might occur: (1) if a malicious node (attacker)
knows its adjacent PR (victim) will deplete its energy at the time T, it can broadcast energy requests
at time t<T, to prevent the victim from receiving energy, thus precipitating its interruption; (2) the
attacker can change its or the victim’s device identity in a way that the victim could not receive
energy. It also can feign as a PT to adjacent PRs and store their energy requests without any
response; and, (3) the attacker can broadcast fake responses to the received energy from PTs, in
particular, the attacker demands additional energy whereas it has sufficient energy.
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Figure 6.2: Feasible countermeasure for charging attack by marking a possible malicious node.

SIRC Mitigation of Charging Attacks1

All PTs and PRs are equipped with NV memories to store encrypted data. This data can be fixed,
such as the average power consumption for a specific duration at design time, or can be changeable,
such as the remaining power, number of received/sent requests, and number of zones at runtime.
Power transmission process can be performed using both omnidirectional or directional antennas.
(1) The PT propagates RF power via omnidirectional antennas: every PR inside a specific zone
starts charging, simultaneously. Meanwhile, the malicious nodes’ lives can be extended if they
can power off and power on repeatedly, to extend their effect on the entire system. Hence, when
a PT receives information and stores it within its NV memory from several PRs in the same zone,
it then checks their correctness/incorrectness using a majority voter, as shown in Figure 6.2 For
1

©2018 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from [145].
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instance, if node a1 in Zone A, reports information very different from the other nodes (a2 , a3 , ...)
in Zone A, the PT updates NVM and marks a1 as a potential attacker, which receives less power
than previously provided until it functions similarly to the other nodes. (2) The PT propagates
RF signals using directional antennas: malicious nodes moderately send energy requests to halt
other PRs’ functionalities. In this case, based on the stored data for each PR node at design time,
including approximate power consumption, the PT can determine they are issuing either plausible
or unreasonable requests. If a PR shows suspicious behavior, then the PT can penalize it or even
modify power transmission parameters so that it receives less energy to preclude the malicious
node.
Cryptographic methods can be implemented using both software algorithms and hardware elements. Although the former class is more flexible, the latter one can be significantly more energyefficient, tailored to the need, and bloat-free, which can make it much more suitable for energyharvested IoTs. In cryptography, one of the most dangerous and ubiquitous attacks is the sidechannel attack, which herein is a power analysis attack (PAA). An adversary can use PAAs to
capture different aspects of power supply when the crypt-decrypt process is performed to break the
cryptographic algorithm. Our efficient PAA countermeasure is based on the design presented in
[144] with the following differences: (1) there are no registers required within datapath; (2) we can
reprogram one block to operate with the different functional blocks in different situations at both
design time and runtime; (3) a selection operation is performed by using only one selective transistor, which connects appropriate element’s output to the final output via sense amplifier; and (4) the
random noise insertion process is performed using spin-based low power and high efficiency true
random number generator (TRNG). Figure 6.3, depicts possible power analysis countermeasure
utilizing power masking method. The role of the randomized selector (RS), which includes selector and TRNG, is to activate each of functional block (FB) based on the portion of inputs. Due to
the random behavior of RS, the total power consumption of this module will vary randomly, which
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assists the goal of masking the power consumption.

Figure 6.3: Power masking countermeasure for possible power analysis attack. F1 and F2 perform
the same function with different power consumption.

Although a general way to make a design resilient to power failure is that all FF should be replaced by NV-FFs [32], in our approach which leverages NV-PGs, non-volatile elements are also
able to realize logic operations while storing values. Therefore, a cone (sequence) of gates with
only one fan-out connected to a flip-flop can be implemented using one (more) PG-FF(s). This enables reconfiguration of the design to implement a function with different structures, which results
in different power profiles. Hence, this technique can be utilized within the power-masked cryptosystem implementations. To exemplify the functionality of this method, the s27 circuit from
the ISCAS89 benchmark suite is selected as a proof-of-concept, as shown in Figure 6.4. First, a
cone of gates including the FF is selected, which is shown with red dashed lines. Then, this selection is implemented using two PG-FFs and five selector circuits. As depicted in Figure 6.4, the
implemented design can be reconfigured using two reprogramming random bits, K1 K2 , in order
to produce all equivalent implementations. The portion of the design which can be reconfigured
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through K1 and K2 bitstream are: 1) select input or its inverted (input bar) signal, 2) determine
PGs functionalities, and 3) drive out or out bar to the output pin. Figure 6.4 depicts all four possible designs with similar functionality. For instance, if generated keys are K1 K2 = “00”, first A, B,
and K1 are connected as inputs to the first PG-FF, which functions as a 2-input AND gate (K1 =0).
Then K1 K2 signal is XORed and selects out bar and pass it to the second PG-FF. Its other inputs
are C and K2 . Due to the produced connection using K1 K2 = “00”, the equivalent behavior of
the design is (A.B).C. This methodology can be leveraged for all cone gates connected to FFs to
convert them to power maskable units with the intermittence resiliency feature.
Herein, the SHE-MTJ model developed in [107] is utilized to design a 3-input PG. The functionality of the SHE-PG based designs are verified by SPICE circuit simulation. Table 6.1 summarizes
power consumption results for four different implementations regarding generated keys. For instance, the design produced by keys, K1 K2 = “11”, which is equivalent to D4 circuit in Figure 6.4
has the highest average power consumption for all possible input combinations. The reason is that
because PG-FFs function as 2-input OR gates, which leads to a higher number of ON transistors,
which pass a higher input current and thus incur a higher power dissipation. If after generating
K1 K2 , the keys remain fixed during operating for all possible 3-input combinations, eight distinct
possible power traces produced. Whereas, keys can have four different values, which result in 32
different combinations of power traces, which are shown in Figure 6.5. Based on our approach,
the generalized equation for calculating all required power traces is expressed by 2m × 2n , where
m is the number of key bits and n is the number of input bits. Therefore, by extending this method
for all possible cone gates, more number of power traces are required by the attacker to extract the
private key using differential power analysis attacks.
As mentioned above, the conventional power-maskable approaches include two separate units, in
which their inputs are latched by registers and function similarly with different power cost [144].
This results in an area overhead almost twice as large as the original design, in addition to the
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limited variety in power-managed units for masking power. Both contribute significant drawbacks
of conventional power masking methods. Whereas, the proposed SIRC architecture leverages nonvolatile SHE-based PG-FFs, a power-obscured area-dense energy-aware intermittent PAA resilient
design is obtained. It realizes increased side channel immunity for IoT due to the PGs capability
to transform between AND, OR, etc. gates at runtime.

Table 6.1: Generated Keys and Their Corresponding Average Power Consumption.
k1 k2

Inputs

00
01
10
11

A’B’C
A’B’C’
ABC
ABC’

Functionality Equivalent Design
in Fig. 6.4
MG1 MG2
NAND AND
D1
AND NOR
D2
OR
AND
D3
NOR NOR
D4

Average Power
Consumption (µW )
68.6
101.5
98.8
131.7

Figure 6.4: s27 schematic (top left), selected cone gate (bottom left), developed MG-FF based
design (top right), and equivalent logic realizations (bottom right).
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Figure 6.5: Power traces results for all possible K1 K2 combinations.

Logic-Encrypted Synthesis for Spintronic-Embedded Datapath Design

Secure intermittent-robust PG-based design2

Polymorphic electronics were introduced in [147], whereby a PG would be an AND gate or OR
gate depending if VDD is 3.3V or 1.5V, respectively. Various CMOS-based polymorphic gates
have employed mechanisms such as gradations in VDD and signaling levels, or temperature to
achieve reconfigurability. Meanwhile, the spin-based devices can naturally function as polymorphic threshold gates since their computational mechanism is an accumulation-mode operation that
realizes reconfigurable logic functions with inherent security attributes [123]. Figure 6.6(a) shows
the schematic of 3-input Non- Volatile Polymorphic Gates (NV-PGs), which is designed using
spin- Hall Effect (SHE)-based Magnetic Tunnel Junction (MTJ) devices. A pre-charge sense amplifier (PCSA) [136] is utilized to sense the state of the SHE-MTJs. Reference MTJ dimensions
are designed such that its resistance value in the parallel configuration is between low resistance,
RLow , and high resistance, RHigh , of the PG cells. The minimum current required for switching the
2

©2018 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from [146].
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state of the SHE- MTJ devices is called the critical current (IC), which is relative to the dimensions
of the device. In an n-input NV-PG, the device is designed such that at least (n-1)/2 of the input
transistors should be ON to produce a switching current amplitude greater than the critical current.
For instance, by affixing one of the three input transistors in ON or OFF states upon demand during
the circuit operation, then a 2-input OR gate or a 2-input AND gate can be realized, respectively.
The functionality of the proposed 2-input OR, NOR, AND, and NAND gates implemented by
SHE-MTJ based PGs have been validated by SPICE circuit simulator using parameters listed in
Table 6.1, as shown in Figure 6.6(b). Figure 6.6(c) shows the proposed 3-input and 5-input PGs
containing two and three control bits, respectively, which can determine the functional modes of
the gates. For instance, various functional modes of a 5-input PG are shown in Figure 6.6(d). The
PGs utilize intra-gate control to provide a functionally-complete set of Boolean logic expressions.
Although the PG-FF circuit is similar to LE-FF design, in PG-FF the master latch is NV-PG.

Secure PG-FF design

The reconfigurability characteristic of SHE-MTJ based PGs is achieved by means of the multiplexer (MUX) and control bits existing in their structures. Despite the area and performance
overheads imposed to the design by using PGs, they can be utilized for logic encryption in addition to enabling intermittent computing, which can provide the hardware with increased security
capabilities. In the proposed approach, each PG and its corresponding MUX can be leveraged as
the encryption key gates, which increases the key bit space. It means to retain the correct operation
of the design, the appropriate key bits of both PGs and MUXs should be applied. The length of the
key is determined by the number of inserted PG-FFs, which is normally greater than or equal to the
number of output bits. While, in the previous MUX- based logic encryption methods [148, 149],
the key length is limited to the number of outputs in a design. The vulnerability of PG-FF based
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circuits is similar to that of the designs that are secured by the random insertion of XOR/XNOR
gates [148, 150]. In the proposed approach, the PGs will be inserted to the logic circuits based
on a methodology that is designed to enable intermittent computing. Therefore, the main focus of
the methodology is on intermittency- resilient and the logic encryption is the secondary objective.
Thus, the inserted PGs and MUXs may not enable the intermittent-robust design to achieve the optimum Hamming distance (HD) of ∼ 50%, which is a security metric defined based on the number
of bit positions at which a correct and faulty output are different. In order to minimize the memory
overhead, the configuration bits of PGs and MUXs, which are considered as key bits should be
stored in external non-volatile memory. To implement and synthesize an optimized, secure, and
intermittent-resilient logic circuit using PG-FFs, a systematic methodology is developed that is
described in the next section.

Figure 6.6: (a) SH-MTJ based 3-input PG, (b) 2-input OR, NOR, AND and NAND logic using
3-input PG, (c) 3-input and 5- input SHE-MTJ based PGs, (d) 5-input PG Functional Modes.
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PG insertion methodology

To design optimized NV architectures using the proposed PG-FF, we develop a methodology that
incorporates all PG-FF features to design partially-secure power-failure tolerant architectures. This
approach leverages the maximum capability of PG-FFs in terms of replacement and implementation steps, which incorporates various criteria to design a tolerant circuit in the presence of power
failure with minimum PDP overhead.
The proposed algorithm, which is developed in Python consists of two main procedures: (1)
intermittency(), and (2) logic encryption(). The PG insertion methodology takes a
Hardware Description Language (HDL) representation of a datapath and PG- based gate modules
as its inputs and produces an optimized NV-enhanced datapath. The proposed methodology is described in Algorithm 4, which first explores the HDL of the logic circuit and finds the gates and
pipeline registers that can be combined and replaced by spin-based PG-FF circuits, and the remainder of the pipeline registers will be replaced by NV-FFs. Next, the optimized intermittent-robust
design is investigated to encrypt the datapath and generate a key based on Hamming distance (HD)
calculations as a security metric. In particular, the algorithm first finds all of the FFs in the design,
and then checks the cone of logic gates connected to the inputs of the FFs. If each cone of gates
meets the circuit-level criteria mentioned below, then the cone and its corresponding FF can be
replaced by a PG-FF cell. The three primary criteria regarding the intermittency issue are:
Criterion #1: it should be possible to implement the cone of gates with a single PG. Since each
PG-FF operates in one clock cycle, the cone of combinational logic gates that are merged with a
master latch should operate within one clock cycle to ensure the correct functionality. Hence, the
use of more than one PGs for complex functions could increase propagation delay, which might
lead to timing violations.
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Criterion #2: fan-out of every gate in the cone should not exceed one. This is mainly because
in the process of PG-insertion multiple logic gates can be implemented by a single PG that exists
in the structure of the PG-FF’s master latch. Therefore, the logic gates existing in the cone will
not have separate outputs to drive other logic gates, and there will be only one output for the PG
showing the combined logic of the merged gates.
Criterion #3: none of the gates in the cone should be connected to the output of another FF. This
will cause the selected cone to include two FFs requiring two clock cycles for operation, while
based on the developed algorithm the cone will be replaced by a single PG-FF resulting in a timing
violation. Therefore, due to the timing considerations, each of the cones can include only a single
FF and multiple logic gates.
If all of the aforementioned conditions are satisfied, then the cone of gates and their corresponding
FF will be replaced by a single PG-FF. Otherwise, only the FF is replaced by a simple NV- FF.
Herein, the primary objective of the algorithm is an implementation of intermittent-robust datapaths. The secondary objective is enhancing hardware security through logic encryption using the
inserted PGs. In order to reduce the overhead of logic encryption, the proposed algorithm follows a recursive process to find the minimum key length required to achieve the desired security,
which is directly related to the number of inserted PGs utilized for encryption. In particular, first,
the logic-encryption procedure takes the intermittent-resilient datapath from the intermittency procedure and starts with using only one PG to generate the key and calculates the HD between the
correct and wrong output bits. Then, the procedure checks the below criteria (4) and (5), and if they
are achieved it will stop. Otherwise, it will increment the number of PGs utilized for producing the
key and repeats this process until one of the below criteria are met:
Criterion #4: roughly 50% HD is achieved. To maximize the security of a PG-inserted design,
the correlation between the wrong output and the correct output should be minimized to achieve
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better encryption. Thus, the measured HD value needs to be approximately 50% to demonstrate a
highly-encrypted implementation.
Criterion #5: increasing the key length has less than 1% effect on the calculated HD values. This
means that if increasing the number of PGs used for logic-encryption is not significantly improving
the HD values, then the procedure stops and outputs the key. In particular, every time that the key
Pn−1
HD list[i] is used to
length is incremented, the following expression HD(n) ≈ m1 i=n−m−1
compare the current HD value with the average of the last m measured HDs, where m is defined
by the user based on the security demands, and n is the total number of inserted 3- and 5- input
PG-FFs. Finally, the key bits that satisfy the security metrics with the minimum overhead, are
stored in an external NVM, and the encrypted intermittent-resilient datapath is generated.

Simulation Results

In this section, we have utilized ISCAS-89, ITC-99, and MCNC benchmark circuits to evaluate the
performance of our proposed PG-insertion methodology. For instance, the third row in Table 6.2
lists the gate counts of various ISCAS-89 benchmark circuits when the FFs are simply replaced
by NV-FF, while the fourth row shows the decreased number of logic gates when the PG-insertion
methodology is applied. Moreover, the last three columns illustrate the investigated security metrics including key length, HD, and logic key that is the maximum number of PG-FFs used within
the datapath. The key length is directly proportional to the number of 3- input and 5-input PGs
inserted into the design. The best HD values are achieved when all of the PG-FFs are considered
as logic keys.
However, in larger designs, the obtained HD values are relatively low since the ratio of inserted PGs
to the total number of gates existing in the design is small. This is mainly because the primary goal
of the proposed PG-insertion methodology is to support intermittent- computing, while various
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alternative methods proposed in [148, 151] can be leveraged to further fortify the security of the
design.
Algorithm 4 PG-insertion Methodology
1: Input: Hardware Description Language (HDL) code
2: Output: Logic-encrypted intermittent-robust HDL code
3: procedure I N T E R M I T T E N C Y ()
4:
gate list ← all FFs in a netlist
5:
for i ← 1 to length(gate list) do
6:
input list ← inputs of connected gate to gatei
7:
for item in input list do
8:
check (criterion #3)
9:
update (input list)
10:
check (criterion #1 and criterion #2)
11:
update (gates cone)
12:
go to 6 until one of each criterion is violated.
13:
end for
14:
replace (gates cone by PG FF) if size (gates cone) ¿ 2 else replace (gates cone
by NV FF)
15:
update HDL code
16:
end for
17: end procedure
18: procedure L O G I C E N C R Y P T I O N ()
19:
for n ← 1 to #inserted PG-FFs do
. n ← n1 (#5-PG-FFs) + n2 (#3-PG-FFs)
20:
key size ← 23n1 +2n2
21:
compute HD(n) based on key size
22:
store (key bits in NVM) if (criterion #4 or criterion #5) else (HD list ← HD(n) )
23:
end for
24: end procedure

Area Analysis

Figure 6.7 compares the area consumption between CMOS, NV-FF, and PG-FF based implementations using various ISCAS-89, ITC- 99, and MCNC benchmarks. The results obtained are normalized to the area consumption of conventional CMOS-based circuits.
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Table 6.2: PG-insertion results for ISCAS benchmarks.
ISCAS Circuit
Gate-Equivalent #Logic #Key
Best
89
Function
NV-FF PG-FF
Key
bits
HD
s27
Logic
10
8
2
4
0.142
s298
PLD
119
49
11
24
0.125
s349
4-bit Mult.
161
102
7
14
0.063
s400
TLC
164
144
22
49
0.229
s420
Frac. Mult.
218
152
6
12
0.057
s526
TLC
193
83
22
50
0.196
s820
PLD
289
259
10
20
0.035
s838
Frac. Mult.
446
329
14
28
0.061
s1196
Logic
529
459
8
20
0.015
s1423
Logic
657
396
54
116
0.135
∗
s15850 Logic
9772
8942
207
423
0.092
s38584 Logic
19253
12504
303
675∗
0.037
∗
Using 128-length key bit, obtains 0.028 and 0.007 HD, respectively.
In all of the investigated designs, the interconnection area remains relatively unchanged, since
replacing FFs does not significantly affect the interconnection circuitry. In the NV-FF based design,
the combinational logic remains unchanged compared to CMOS-based design, while the area of
the sequential logic is increased since the NV-FF includes more transistors in their structure than
CMOS-based FF circuit due to the additional write and read circuitry. The proposed PG-insertion
methodology leverages PGs to implement portions of the combinational logic within the PG-FFs
without adding overhead to the sequential logic. Thus, the combinational logic in PG-FF based
datapaths is smaller than CMOS and NV-FF based designs. For instance, benchmark circuit s1423
originally has 657 gates, which is reduced to approximately 60% of the original number of gates,
i.e. 396 gates, after the PG-insertion algorithm is applied. This improvement leads to a reduction
in area consumption, as well as routing complexity. Since the spintronic devices can be vertically
fabricated on top of CMOS transistors, their corresponding area overhead is negligible. The results
in Figure 6.7 exhibit that the proposed PG-insertion methodology can achieve an average of 7.1%,
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4.2%, and 3.4% improvements in terms of area consumption for ISCAS-89, ITC-99, and MCNC
benchmark circuits, respectively, compared to NV-FF based implementations.
Power-Delay Analysis
Figure 6.8 shows the power-delay-product (PDP) values for NV-FF, PG-FF, and low-energy barrier
PG-FF based implementations using various ISCAS-89, ITC-99, and MCNC benchmark circuits.
The results exhibit an average of 13.6%, 12.3%, and 3.5% PDP improvements, respectively, for
PG-FF based designs compared to NV-FF based implementations, in which the CMOS-based FFs
are simply replaced by NV-FFs. This improvement is mainly achieved through reducing the combinational logic in the PG-inserted designs as explained in the previous section, while the PDP
values for interconnection and sequential logic remain unchanged. As shown in Figure 6.8, further PDP improvements can be achieved by using low energy barrier SHE-MTJ devices within
PG-FFs at the cost of smaller retention times. However, in the energy-harvesting-powered IoT
devices, retention time in the range of days and hours could be sufficient to achieve proper functionality. Therefore, the energy barrier of SHE-MTJ devices can be reduced to 30kT, realizing
25% reduction in switching critical current (IC ∝ ∆) and approximately 44% decrease in write
energy consumption (E ∝ I 2 ), while providing non-volatility for a few hours. Thus, leveraging
SHE-MTJ devices with 30kT energy barrier provides up to 48.5% and 40.5% average PDP improvements compared to NV-FF based designs and PG-FF based implementations with SHE-MTJ
devices having ∆ = 40kT , respectively, without incurring any area overhead. It is worth noting,
that the results provided herein are obtained at the gate level and physical design parameters are
not considered within the document space available.
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Figure 6.7: Normalized area consumption compared to CMOS-based implementations for ISCAS, ITC, and MCNC benchmarks.
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Figure 6.8: Normalized PDP compared to NV-FF based implementations for ISCAS, ITC, and MCNC benchmarks.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This chapter presents a summary of the achievements of this dissertation and integration into the
state-of-the-art techniques that explore novel and bold ideas. In addition, the drawback(s) and
inherent limitations of proposed techniques are discussed. Likewise, recommendations to improve
design performance in terms of energy-efficiency and resilience of a few attacks are elaborated
here. In the following sections, the technical summary of the elastic intermittent computation for
energy-harvesting-powered devices is presented and the possible future work is also discussed.

Technical Summary

Similar to their ASIC counterparts, reconfigurable computing devices strive to surmount the growing technical challenges to improve their logic density, throughput performance, and power profiles. Thus with the geometrical and equivalent scaling trends guided by decades of ITRS projections nearing their end, new pathways towards these goals have been defined in ITRS 2.0 along
with the IEEE International Roadmap for Devices and Systems (IRDS) initiative. Two such technical thrusts identified for 2020 onward are leveraging beyond-CMOS devices (ITRS 2.0 theme 5)
and utilizing heterogeneous components (ITRS 2.0 theme 4) to realize fundamentally new ways
to compute. The perspective taken herein is that a reconfigurable computing paradigm can significantly advance both of these declared ITRS 2.0 themes. Within the post-Moore era, there are several motivations for pursuing novel reconfigurable fabrics of heterogeneous device technologies.
Foremost, their one-time design and fabrication model minimizes the recurring engineering effort
for post-CMOS devices, while amortizing development costs across multiple applications. Thus,
reconfigurable fabrics may offer a more cost-effective approach to utilizing emerging devices. Additionally, post-CMOS ingrained field-programmable fabrics expand the accessibility of emerging
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devices to vast populations of circuit designers, including the majority of those who lack foundry
access. Such a pre-fabrication approach with later field-programmability minimizes the need for
extensive post-CMOS circuit design, verification, and validation expertise. Instead, heterogeneous
fabrics support rapid and direct realizations in hardware. As a fundamentally different way to compute, the mapping of operations to device technologies remains fluid. Flexible mappings become
possible not only during circuit synthesis, but also during execution-time. Thus when execution
demands change, the architecture can adapt by utilizing a preferred device technology within its
datapaths via reconfiguration of hardware components. This leverages the complementary characteristics of CMOS and emerging devices by increasing the flexibility in its binding of logic and
memory roles to distinct device technologies. This is introduced herein as a post-CMOS era approach referred to as ”technology co-design.“ Overall, the hypothesis is as follows: reconfigurable
fabrics of heterogeneous CMOS and spin-based devices offer an orthogonal dimension of technology adaptation to balance throughput, energy consumption, and resilience beyond static emerging
device architectures, fixed hybrid emerging/CMOS architectures, and CMOS-only reconfigurable
platforms.
Among promising spintronic devices, the ITRS Magnetism Roadmap identifies capable postCMOS candidates of which STT-MTJ/SHE-MTJ, and NanoMagnetic Logic (NML) are considered feasibly-implemented. In the case of STT-MTJs, they are currently commercially available.
Attributes complementary to CMOS are evident for spintronic devices, such as preferable static
energy consumption, but larger write energy than CMOS. Spintronic density is higher due to 3D
vertical integration capability, although its switching speed is slower. Foremost, fabric flexibility
allows a direct hardware realization which encapsulates device physics and expertise needed to
design circuits using the targeted nanomagnetic devices. Application-specific hardware, including
energy-aware designs, are able to leverage non-volatile SHE elements at medium and fine granularities via reconfiguration. Fabrics also allow in-situ localization of data stores and datapath
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re-construction at runtime based on changing execution demands and tradeoffs.
In the first step, a SPICE-compatible model for both STT-MTJ and SHE-MTJ is developed. In
addition to Verilog-A and Matlab utilization, a number of realistic material parameters and physical models have been integrated into the models to achieve good agreement with experimental
measurements. Two sub-models including MTJ resistive behavior and STT switching model are
merged to implement STT/SHE switching approaches for both IMTJ and PMTJ -based designs. To
validate the developed models, several spin-based LUTs were introduced and their functionalities
are verified.
Moreover, the unifying computational mechanism underlying all of these TMR-based devices is
the accumulation-mode operation that enables the realization of majority logic functions as basic
computational building blocks. Therefore, we developed an evolutionary approach, SORT, to optimize the implementation of spin-based NoC circuits. The 3-input and 5-input MGs are introduced
as functional building blocks and their characteristics are applied to the proposed optimization
tool. First, GAs are utilized in our methodology to perform a technology-dependent optimization
to generate an optimized implementation based on the obtained characteristics of spin-based building blocks. Then, complementary performance and area optimization are introduced to improve
the implementation based on the requirements of the NoC system. As a proof of concept, we have
developed and examined 3-input and 5-input MGs using SHE-MTJs and leveraged their characteristics to implement a functionally-complete set of Boolean logic gates. Simulation results, as well
as power, delay, and area analyses verified the functionality of our proposed optimization tool for
NoC circuits.
Moreover, normally-off computing using non-volatile datapaths can impart several favorable characteristics, such as anytime power-gating and high density. The overhead in comparison with the
CMOS-based architectures can be justified in intermittent computing applications. Toward this
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end, we proposed a systematic methodology to design NV architectures with the minimum overhead in terms of area, power, and delay. The design methodology consists of two key parts: the
LE-FF, which functions as a storage and functional element and the NV-Clustering scheme, in
which an optimization process has been performed. The optimized LE-FF was implemented by
leveraging our SORT procedure. As a proof of concept, we have developed and examined 3-input
and 5-input LE-FFs using SHE-MTJs and leveraged their characteristics to implement Boolean
logic gates. We integrated and utilized two steps to explore the superiority of our methodology
for a wide range of benchmarks, including ISCAS-89, ITC-99, and MCNC and compared our
optimized LE-FF based designs to NV-FF implementations at the 45-nm technology node. Our
proposed methodology shows an average of 15, 10, and 5 percent area reduction over NV-FF in
the largescale benchmarks, ISCAS-89, ITC-99, and MCNS, respectively. Moreover, it shows a
trend of better power delay product compared with NV-FF-based designs.
Finally, the non-volatility of SHE-MTJ provides a new approach against power outages during
charging attacks. SIRC leverages the atomicity of the MTJ’s magnetic state to realize majority logic gates, which are immune to power outage corruption down to the fine-granularity level
of each logic gate. Meanwhile, data attacks are also thwarted by the same mechanism. These
are combined with MG-based power masking countermeasures for possible power analysis attacks
which have several advantages such as more flexibility and low area overhead in comparison to previous powermaskable units. The resulting SIRC strategy realizes intermittent-robust operability,
along with energy-conserving and area-sparing features suitable for future IoT applications. Additionally, we added a new procedure to the developed NV-clustering design methodology called
logic encryption step. In this step, the inserted PGs can be used for logic encryption due to their
reconfigurability characteristic. Therefore, this step is defined, according to which a logic key will
be generated based on Hamming distance calculations as a security metric. We applied the proposed algorithm to various benchmark circuits to evaluate the performance of our methodology in
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comparison with NV-FF based implementations.

Future Work

The possible future work that can be investigated based on the work presented in this dissertation
are highlighted below:
Fabrication of some selected prototypes would constitute worthwhile next steps as future work to
assess the measured impact of NV-Clustering. These should target modules having characteristics
which are similar to those exhibiting the most significant benefits based on the simulation of related
benchmark circuits herein.
Developing more advanced genetic transformations to improve the proposed SORT framework’s
capability of handling larger scale optimization and synthesis.
While SHE-MTJ devices are utilized herein, any other emerging resistive devices could be leveraged without loss of generality, which can also result in further energy consumption improvements.
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